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The portcullis - design and development - 1080 - 1250 - Parts I & II

BODIAM

Bodiam

The Portcullis
Abstract
The history of the portcullis in England, Wales
and Ireland is not a simple technical developmental narrative. It is not a straightforward open
and shut case. Appearing in England in the late
11th or early 12th century as a Norman introduction and continuing until the early 16th century,
it enjoyed 500 years of use and was seen as one
of the essential components of castles with any
serious defensive intent or pretensions of status.
Whilst it is to be noted in a few 12th century
Norman keeps (Colchester, Rochester, Hedingham, Orford) and gate-towers, (Part I) its
widespread introduction effectively commences with the development of the twin-towered
gatehouse from c. 1190 onwards (Part II). This
paper identifies the earliest chronological appearance of various types and configurations
- a single portcullis in front of the main twoleaved gate (the usual design); single portcullises behind the two-leaved gate; twin portcullises to the front and rear of gate-tower/
gatehouse passages; multiple internal sequenced portcullises of the Edwardian era;
portcullises built as theatre and for show.
It also looks at their detailed design. The remaining physical evidence for portcullises
usually resides with the grooves or slots rebated into the walls of the gate-passage and the
overhead chase. These are of two main types:

square or rectangular grooves - in the original
Roman fashion - which appear to be universal
until about 1240. Then followed a period
where they changed to a wider half-round or
half-moon profile, and, from about 1350 onwards gradually reverted back to square. The
paper tests this hypothesis and offers some
ideas for this temporary change of design.
Exceptions to this general rule will be noted.
There is also a discussion of the changing forms
of portcullis chambers above the gatehouse
passage, the winding mechanisms used, the
materials used for the construction of the portcullis and its carpentry. A formula will be outlined to allow the potential weight of the
portcullis to be calculated according to its
thickness, width across the passage, height and
its sheathing in iron (Part III).
Discussion of portcullises necessitates a discussion of the changing nature of castle gatehouses
in general, the length and complexity of the
passage, inward and outward opening gates
(the latter at Beeston, Harlech and Beaumaris,
and possibly Warkworth), vaulting, meutrières
(or murder holes), counterweight mechanisms,
drawbridges, barbicans and arrow loops.
These evolving features studied together with
the portcullis grooves can offer some clearer
diagnostic dating analysis for portcullises, and
the forgoing analysis offers a number of potentially surprising results.
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The portcullis - design and development - Introduction

Introduction
As a discrete subject the portcullis (herse or
port coulissante) has rarely been analysed and
accounted for in detail. Most 20th century castle studies refer to it, of course, but rarely cut to
the chase to examine the subject forensically.
It was G. T. Clark who really first examined the
frequency, location and design of portcullises in
his individual accounts of sites (1884, Vols. 1 &
2). He was often precise, even punctilious, in
recording the dimensions and types of portcullis
grooves, although most of the castles that he
describes only relate to the earlier period of
castle building, up to 1300 (35 in Vol. 1 and 67
in Vol. 2). A few later exceptions include Bodiam (in which there were five portcullises), Urquhart and Borthwick. Significantly he also
recognised that there was an important design
change that took place in the mid 13th century
that moved away from the Norman practice of
using exclusively square grooves. He noted:
‘The portcullis, the ‘altera securitas’ of the
badge of the house of Somerset, always present
in the castles of Henry [III] and Edward [I], was
an important part of the defence. It was a strong
grating, in the smaller gateways of iron, in the
larger of oak, strengthened and shod with iron
spikes, and suspended in grooves by two cords
or chains which passed over two sheaves, or
sometimes through a single central block, and
were either attached to counterpoises or worked
as at the Tower [of London] and York by a
winch. The grooves are generally half-round
with slightly prolonged sides, 4 to 6 inches
broad by from 4 to 7 inches deep. Above, in the
vault, is a chase through which the grate is
worked’ (Vol. 1, 168-9).
Clark goes on to refer to specific portcullises
found in 34 of the 102 English, Welsh and two
Scottish castles that he surveyed in detail. There
are, exceptionally, a few instances where archaeological evidence for portcullises, including their grooves, have now disappeared (e.g.
the early 1180s Henry II ‘gate-towers’ at Dover), so we are grateful to him for his scrupulous
attention in recording such detail. During the
course of this paper, reference will be made
back to Clark at specific sites to test the integrity
of his acutely observed engineer’s eye views.

Mention must also be made of Sidney Toy’s
works. He includes a good but too brief section
on portcullises in his 1966 (4th ed.) The Castles of Great Britain, (143-152). He outlines
their ancient origins, and Roman use,1 and is
one of the few writers to comment on the odd
portcullis arrangement at Warkworth (see Toy,
1966, 146-7 and this paper, pp. 163-4). Toy
could also see a technical progression and variation in portcullis design and there is a large
A0 size sheet showing detailed drawings of
portcullis grooves in the Toy/Sands drawings
archive at the Society of Antiquaries of London (fig. 1). This appears to be unfinished
work, and he probably wanted to document a
whole range of additional groove forms and
dimensions, just as he did with many other
castle-related architectural elements. Where
applicable, his ground plans are used, as he
always clearly labelled the portcullis slot locations and helpfully indicated the opening direction of the closely associated two-leaved doors
within the gatetower or gatehouse passage.
Bottomley’s guide (1979), briefly mentions
their arguably Roman origins (c. 208 BC), although they are also found in Egyptian pyramids; three early 12th-century portcullises,
Arundel [outer gatetower], Colchester, and Rochester are rightly mentioned as illustrating the
beginnings of their appearance in Britain, all
dealt with in the following section on Norman
keeps and early gate-towers. He also mentions
the windlass rooms remaining at Berry Pomeroy, the Tower of London and at York bars.
As always, the best sources for desk research
are the individual ground plans found in the
older English Heritage, Cadw or blue/green
HMSO guidebooks. For the finest plans see the
RCAHMW’s Inventory of Ancient Monuments
in Glamorgan, Vol. III part 1a and 1b. They are
a model of clarity. Sadly, only a few serious
castle studies include ‘portcullis’ as an individual indexed entry. Those that do allow rapid
reader assimilation of information and are a
reminder not to forget some important, yet lesser known castles that may have been the first to
see new developments in gatehouse / portcullis
design. Mention in this context should be made
of John Kenyon’s Medieval Fortifications,
1990, and The Medieval Castles of Wales, 2010.
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The portcullis - design and development

ABOVE: Fig. 1. Toy’s scaled portcullis groove drawings in the Sands/Toy archive, Soc. of Antiquaries of
London. Reproduced with thanks. BELOW: Figs. 2, 3. Details of the Corfe castle survey by Toy. From his
1929, ‘Corfe Castle: its history, construction and present condition’ in Archaeologia, Vol. 79 pp. 85-102.

Outer Gate

Middle Gate
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The portcullis - design and development - Part I: 1080 - 1200

Norman donjons (keeps) (1080-1200)
Most castle syntheses refer to four early Norman
keeps that integrally incorporated portcullises into
their main entrance when built: Colchester
(c. 1080-1100), Rochester, (c. 1127-37) Hedingham (c. 1140), and Orford (c. 1160-70). In all
cases, the portcullis groove is square, the portcullis was probably an iron grating, on the basis of its
narrow groove width, and it was integral with the
design of the outer door-arch. As such there was
no facility for any later retrofitted insertions.
The precise dating of the Colchester entrance
has been the subject of debate for many years.
Clark saw it - the whole portal - as an insertion
in the early 12th century, following a rethink in
the planning (Vol. 1, pp. 429), whilst others
(Fernie, 2000, et al) see it as integral to the
castle’s initial construction in the 1080s. Both
dates are feasible looking at the mouldings of the
elaborately decorated entrance-arch with its
three orders (fig. 3). Whatever the case, it does
probably mark the earliest introduction of the
Norman portcullis. The narrowness of the
square vertical grooves and chase above (approximately 2½") indicates this was an iron
grate, raised and lowered from a small portcullis
chamber located on the floor directly above.
This chamber, now used as a kitchen / broom
cupboard has been re-floored and the chase and
grooves are no longer visible. Below, the portcullis grooves are rebated into the jambs and
archivolt of the ashlar arch and the portal’s execution is of the very highest quality (figs. 4-6).
There are slightly battered base groove-stops on
either side about 6" above the current floor level.
The portcullis may have been included in a
revised plan when it was decided that the entrance would be at approximate ground level
rather than at first or second-floor level as at the
White Tower and all other subsequent keeps. It
is clear that any Norman keep with a first-floor
entrance via a timber stair or forebuilding
would usually have regarded a portcullis as
unnecessary as height would mitigate against
forced or battering-ram attack. Only two nonroyal castles of the 1130-40s, Rochester and
Hedingham, with first-floor entrances though a
forebuilding included them, and this was probably more about status than it was about defence. That iron portcullis grates were the norm

is indicated by the narrowness of the grooves
which were no more than about 3½" wide, a
common feature until the late 12th century.
Rochester’s portcullis slot is integral with the
main keep entrance, approached through the forebuilding’s first-floor chamber or vestibule (figs.
7-12). The impressive keep entrance is immediately on the right (fig. 8). Its rounded architrave
has bold chevron ornament and the 6' 2" wide
(1.9 m) opening is flanked either side by nook
shafts with block capitals. The door was secured
not only by the portcullis but by a substantial
draw-bar. Like Colchester, the chase is forward
of the inward opening rebated doors. The grooves
in the jambs are square, 5" x 5" perhaps indicating a wooden grate (fig. 9). The portcullis chamber was directly above at second-floor level in an
arched recess immediately outside the chapel
entrance that led into its west end. It also accommodated the putative windlass (or other undetermined, demountable? mechanism); chapel access
was thus inconvenient whenever the portcullis
was in (no doubt very infrequent) operation.
Castle Hedingham, although now without its
slightly later stone forebuilding, has a similar
portcullis configuration to Rochester, its close
relation. The squared grooves are rebated within
the jambs of the first-floor, elaborately carved,
entrance to the inward opening door (fig. 13).
The grooves and chase are 3" wide whilst the
groove depth is quite shallow (2½") (fig. 14). It
was, in theory, worked within a chamber or
recess directly above on the second floor - the
upper or main reception hall - although there is
now no trace of any mechanism, fittings or
chase at this level and the drawn section illustrated (St John Hope, 1907), might suggest that
the portcullis arrangements were never actually
functionally completed. A description of Castle
Hedingham is absent in G. T. Clark’s survey,
but it is covered in limited detail by
RCAHM(E), 1916, 51-57. For an updated analysis of the tower as a whole see also Dixon &
Marshall, 1993, (reprinted in Liddiard, R. (ed),
2003). Their paper is a reinterpretation of the
function of the great tower de-emphasising any
military (or exclusively residential) use and acknowledging its more formal, ceremonial purpose, with its portcullis no doubt acting more as
a symbolic power statement.
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The portcullis - design and development - Colchester

ABOVE: Fig. 4. Colchester Castle - Main entrance to keep c. 1080-1100 (or later). BELOW left: Fig.
5. Portcullis groove in the door-arch left side. Right: Fig. 6. The narrow chase through the archivolt.
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The portcullis - design and development - Rochester Great Tower

ABOVE: Fig. 7. Plan from the EH guidebook (R A Brown, 1985) & Right: Fig. 8. Entrance to the

keep from the forebuilding ante-room, now cluttered with distracting plate glass doors and other
modern signs and paraphernalia.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 9. The 5” x 5” (max) square groove showing little wear. Right: Fig. 10. The

chase within the architrave that allows the portcullis to be raised and held in place in the space
between the two floors. Entrance from the right, with double-doors behind the portcullis to the left.
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The portcullis - design and development - Rochester & Castle Hedingham

ABOVE: Figs. 11, 12. Rochester. The entrance to the chapel from the 1st floor chamber (left, fig.

11, right, fig. 12). On either side there is a large square slot to take a winding mechanism of some
sort. Between the netting and the metal barrier is the chase for the portcullis.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 13. Castle Hedingham 1130s - keep entrance, 1st floor through the now lost

forebuilding. Right. Fig. 14. Detail of the square grooves rebated in the jambs and the chase
through the archivolt. Behind: Wooden door within an inserted frame, not rebated, post-medieval.
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The portcullis - design and development - Orford

ABOVE: Figs. 15, 16. Orford Castle, 1160s. Right: the shallow niche in the upper chamber (chapel)

that housed the portcullis mechanism. Wooden block on the floor covers the portcullis 9 ft 6" chase.
BELOW: Figs. 17, 18. Fragmentary remains of the interior inner arch that sandwiched the
portcullis grooves behind the joggled voussoirs of the outer arch. Present door with built out
sloping protruding inner hood, heater & lintel are all modern interventions.
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The portcullis - design and development - Keeps - types & configurations
Norman 12th century hall & tower keeps with entrance portcullises
Castle
Keep entrance

Colchester
Rochester
Castle Hedingham
Orford

Portcullis
date

1080-1110
1127-40
1130-40s
1160-70

Dimensions Square
W x D in or Round
inches

4½ x 4
5 x 5 max
3½ x 2½
4x4

S
S
S
S

Portcullis
Type

Position &
code
(Mesqui)

A
A
A
A

HV
HV
HV
HV

Norman 12th century shell-keeps with entrance portcullises
Castle
Shell keep entrance

Farnham

Portcullis
date

c. 1170-90

Dimensions Square
WxD
or Round

Table 1 Notes

ground floor
first floor
first floor
first floor
Table 2 Notes

Portcullis
Type

Position &
code
(Mesqui)

4½ x 4

S

B

V?HV

Integral

Arundel (insertion) c. 1280?

tba

S

B

V»H

Within the gate tower

Carisbrooke (insert) c. 1335

tba

S

C

HV

Within the gate rower

Windsor

N/A

?

?

?

?

One further keep should be included: Orford,
a polygonal tower developed by Henry II between 1166 and 1170. The entrance shows only
fragmentary evidence for a portcullis groove
located just behind the triangular joggled arch
of the outer keep entrance (figs. 15-18). It was
operated from the chapel directly above. Its
groove dimension (approx. 4" x 4") is similar
to Framlingham (to which the gate is closely
related). For portcullises installed in early medieval keeps across Europe, readers should
consult Mesqui, Renn and Smals, Château
Gaillard 23, 289-95, where France, Belgium,
Netherlands and the Middle East are also considered; Derek Renn considers the earliest British Norman keeps.2 See also Table 1.
Norman portcullis / gate-tower configurations
Excepting Arundel, the earliest Norman square or
rectangular gate-towers3 were not originally constructed with any integral portcullises, relying
solely for defence on their two-leaved gates and
draw-bars. Rare stand-alone examples where
portcullises were never fitted include: Exeter
(1067), Bramber (1070s), Ludlow (1080s), Old
Sarum (1120s), Sherborne (1120s), Newark-onTrent (1130s), Egremont (1130s) (rebuilt/vaulted
1170s), Alnwick (1150s) and Prudhoe (1150s).
Early Norman gate-towers where portcullises
were subsequently added/retrofitted as outworks
or barbicans include Lincoln (West and East
Gates), Portchester and Tickhill.4 See Table 3.

Recorded only

Fully integrated portcullises became more common ex novo in later 12th century gate-towers
and by the early 13th century portcullises had
become a de facto standard in all twin-towered
gatehouses. Older Norman gate-towers were
sometimes retrofitted with portcullises either in
their gate-passages or included in barbican type
extensions added to the front of the entrance
arch thus extending the effective gate-passage
length. Throughout this period the portcullis
type can be identified by its square grooves no
more than approximately 3½"- 4" wide to accommodate an iron grille. Their disposition
within the gate-passage or as fitted into its extension can be divided into four main groups:
Type A: Portcullis grooves could be rebated
within the entrance arch’s jambs and archivolt
when built as new, forward of the gate-passage
doors and visible to the external visitor.
Examples: Colchester, Arundel and Helmsley.
A flat timber-ceiled gate-passage does not imply
that the gate-tower could not have had a portcullis from the start. Arundel’s principal gatehouse,
now behind the barbican on approach, (figs. 25,
27) appears to be an early (c. 1100) example
where the gate-passage may not have been
vaulted originally, yet a portcullis could have
been implemented beforehand (see below).
There is little evidence for any portcullises installed that drop through timber floors, though
e.g. Dunamase, Ireland may be one example.
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The portcullis - design and development - 12th century gate-towers
Anglo-Norman 11th / 12th century gate-towers with integrated or inserted/added portcullis grooves
Castle
(V)=vaulted

Primary
Gate date

Dimensions
WxD

Square

Portcul- Barbican/ Dimensions
lis Type Outwork
WxD
Date

or
Round

Square/
Round

Barbican
Portcullis
Type

1080-1100

4x4

S

A

1380

5x4

R

D

Lewes (+barbican)

1090-1100

See barbican

N/A

N/A

1350

6x5

Rx2

D

Tickhill (+outwork)

1090-1100

See outwork

N/A

N/A

1210?

5½ x 5

S

C

Lincoln (West) (v)

c. 1100

See barbican

N/A

N/A

1233

9½ x 5

S

C

Lincoln (East) (?V)

c. 1100

See barbican

N/A

N/A

1225

9½ x 5

S

C

Castle Rising (? v later)

c. 1140+

3x4

S

B

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

Portchester (+barbican)

c. 1140

See barbican

N/A

N/A

1320

?

R

C

Carlisle (Inner) (v later)

c. 1170-80

Retrofitted

N/A

B

1380?

TBA

R

N/A

Farnham (v)

c. 1180-90

4½ x 4

S

B

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

Framlingham (v)

c. 1180-90

4x4

S

B

?

N/A

N/A

N/A

Helmsley (South) (v)

c. 1190

4½ x 4

S

A

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

Conisbrough (Inner) (v)

c. 1200

5½ x 7 x 10

S

A(C14)

c 1200

N/A

N/A

N/A

Castle Acre (v) West Gate

1190-1210

6 x 5½

S

B

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

Arundel (v)+barbican

Table 3

Type B: Portcullises that are behind the entrance gate-arch after allowing sufficient clearance for inward opening doors.
Examples: Castle Rising, Castle Acre, Farnham, Framlingham. Includes gate-towers built
either as new with integrated portcullises or that
have evidence for inserted grooves not rebated
within the entrance jambs and archivolt itself but
along the vault and walls of the gate-passage.
The vault may have been installed after replacing a timber roof/floor. Evidence often includes
the stiffening of the interior gate-passage walls
to take the weight of the vault above it.
Type C: The portcullis grooves / chase were part
of extended add-ons, added by building out from
the outer (or sometimes inner) face of the outer
gate-arch to the field.
Examples: Lincoln (West Gate inner face, East
gate outer face), Tickhill, Portchester. When
constructing the grooves forward of the gate-arch
one face of the existing arch is utilised for one
side of the groove. This was often done when
creating a conjoined barbican /gate-passage.
Type D: A separate barbican gate (constructed
much later) is added to the frontage of the earlier gate-tower or gatehouse, and which alone
includes an integral portcullis (one or more),
but has an open to the sky passage between both
buildings; Examples: Lewes where the barbican
was added over 250 years later, Arundel.

Shell-keep portcullises of the 12th century
Robert Higham describes over 20 English,
Welsh and French (Gisors) shell-keeps in his
survey: Shell-Keeps Revisited: The Bailey on the
Motte (see CSG website / Research). Of these,
four incorporate a portcullis, evidenced architecturally, but are not necessarily primary. (Table 2). Farnham is the earliest, at least the one
most securely dateable, and is the only one that
appears contemporary with the initial raising of
masonry shell walls and towers.
Farnham (Type B). After 1155 the motte top
was smoothed-out and revetted or encased to
create a shell-keep with a battered wall rising
above the motte from the level of the surrounding ground. At least three of its four flanking
turrets, rising from solid buttresses, had small
rooms in their upper storey and the gate-tower
sits above the fifth solid buttress. It had one
storey above its short vaulted entrance. The
gate-tower may at one time have given the appearance to the field of a twin-towered entrance
with shallow turrets and buttresses flanking the
entrance between them (fig. 21). The entrance,
once protected by a drawbridge, had a two
leaved gate, draw-bars, portcullis and a single
‘murder hole’5 (figs. 19, 20).The gate-tower’s
passageway was no longer than 14ft including
the entrance and rear arches and the square
(4½"w x 4"d) portcullis grooves are located on
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Farnham

ABOVE: Fig. 19. Farnham. Rear of entrance passage from within the shell-keep.

BELOW: Left. Fig. 20: The soffit of the entrance vault with central ‘murder hole’ in front of the
portcullis groove - looking back (left) toward the shell-keep bailey. Right: Fig. 21. The ‘twin-towered’
appearance of the late 12th century entrance from the east. The top storey of the gate-tower represents
the remains of an additional storey by Bishop Fox in the 1520s.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Arundel

the inner (west) side of the vaulted passage forward of the jambs of the rear gate-arch and its
own two-leaved door. The now blocked upper
slot or chase, marked out on the floor above, is 9'
3" wide, almost the full width of the gate-passage
itself. The outer entrance facing the field may
have been secured by a rebated two-leaved door
and two draw-bars, in addition to the protection
offered by the drawbridge.
Worthy of note is the centrally positioned circular meutrière or ‘murder hole’ in the vault of
the passageway forward of the portcullis (fig.
20). The date of this feature, like the gateway
as a whole, is probably c. 1180-90s. If so, it is
the first known (at least to the writer) English
example of a rounded ‘murder hole’ still found
in situ. Murder holes of such a design do not
usually appear in England until the early-tomid 13th century. It might be an insertion, but
retrofitting a meutrière within a 6ft deep round
slot of 8 inch diameter in the centre of a vault
appears not to be entirely practicable.
The date of the Arundel shell-keep entrance
portcullis (Type B), within its later forebuilding,
is a little problematic. The shell-keep occupies
the motte top that divides the castle’s two baileys.
It is approached through a substantially rebuilt
forebuilding fronting the shell-keep built of Caen
stone, the shell-keep itself possibly built by William de Albini, shortly after his marriage to
Adeliza of Louvain in 1138. The shell wall has
no windows to the outside; ashlar pilasters rise
from a chamfered plinth and there are long narrow restored crenels to the parapet (figs. 22-24).
The three-storey forebuilding containing the
portcullis, with portcullis chamber above is
difficult to date - the building appeared to be
ruinous and fragmentary in the early 19th
century - and much of it’s restoration dates to
a late-19th and early-20th century rebuilding
campaign. Suggestions for its original medieval construction range from the 12th to 14th (c.
1380) centuries. In 1884 Clark noted that: ‘The
entrance is by a vaulted passage, with a portcullis groove at the ground level of the keep’
(Vol. I, 200). The passage through the forebuilding into the shell-keep appears, to the
writer, late 13th century. In addition to dating
uncertainty, the site also presents major issues
of interpretation. There appears not to be a
modern and easily available plan.

Carisbrooke’s early shell-keep was probably
part of the castle defended in 1136 against
Stephen. The present motte-top gate-tower is an
additional feature of 200 years later, and together with its vaulted passageway and portcullis is
c. 1335. The square grooves are embedded in
the entrance arch in front of the doors. This was
reached by a long straight stair protected by a
wing-wall rising from the 12th century bailey
curtain wall on the north side. Windsor’s portcullis was situated half-way along the north
wing-wall, and of uncertain date. See Higham,
2015, Catalogue: Windsor.
Norman bailey gatetower / gatehouse portcullises: 11th & 12th century - Table 3
At Arundel, (Type A (+D) the impressive
(vaulted) principal Norman gate-tower is
probably one of the earliest stone gate-towers
in Britain, along with Exeter, Lewes, Lincoln,
Tickhill, Bramber and Ludlow, and could
date from before the end of the 11th century.
A date of c. 1080 is sometimes given. It is 32
ft square with plain round-headed arches; the
gate-passage continues as a barrel vault
springing from a chamfered string-course. It
projects inward from the line of the curtain,
like Lewes, from the wall which runs up the
motte to the shell-keep. It includes 4½" wide
square portcullis-slots which pierce through
the outer gate-arch (and its impost) to the
portcullis chamber above (figs. 25-26). It sits
forward of the rebated inward-closing doors.
If the portcullis at Arundel is contemporary
with the gatehouse of c. 1080, it would be a
truly exceptional example.
Clark considered the present vault of the gatepassage to be a later insertion (Vol. I, 199-200)
and that the gatehouse had been heightened
from two to three storeys or more. But as the
grooves and overhead chase are worked through
the outer gate-arch, this arrangement would not
require a stone-vaulted passageway. The lower
part of the gatehouse is built with squared
blocks of Pulborough stone which are easily
picked out. The inner faces of the gate-passage
appear to have been lined, adding strength to
carry the weight of the vault. Arundel counts as
one of the earliest gate-towers that would have
been able to permanently display the lower
spiked edge of the portcullis to the field in front
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Arundel

ABOVE: Fig. 22. Interior of Arundel shell-keep from the ground floor. Entrance portcullis (Type B
through pointed arch) added to the exterior of the keep within the later forebuilding when built, perhaps
in the late 13th or early 14th century).
BELOW: Left. Fig. 23. Detail of the (inserted) entrance passage leading to the forebuilding.
Right. Fig. 24. General view: Steps leading to the forebuilding (right) and chapel/well house left.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Arundel

ABOVE. Left: Fig. 25. Arundel - The Norman gate-tower, c. 1080-1100, looking east through into
the lower ward. Right: Fig. 26. Square 4” groove in the Norman gate-tower running through the
outer entrance arch string-course.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 27. The 1380s barbican in front of the gate-tower, with its own portcullis.

Right: Fig. 28. The 5” half-round groove of the later barbican.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Castle Rising - Carlisle - Helmsley

of the wooden doors. Today the floor level appears to have been lowered - the grooves stop
about 2½ ft short. In 1380 Arundel also received
a square twin-towered gatehouse type extension
(Type D) or barbican close to and on axis with the
original Norman gate-tower (itself now heightened). This building includes a drawbridge and
half-round portcullis (4½"w) grooves and chase
rebated into the outer gate-arch (figs. 27-28).

door, when open would have prevented the
portcullis from dropping. The portcullis was
worked from a first-floor chamber where its
housing can be seen along with a built-in chute
that was possibly for the portcullis counterweight. The pointed barrel vault of the passage
is probably a 1380s insertion. It is impossible
to determine if there was an original forward
late-Norman portcullis but it is possible.

Castle Rising’s (Type B) 1140s gate-tower is of
similar dimensions to Arundel. It is of the usual
Norman pattern, a rectangular tower pierced by
plain rounded arches allowing for a 11ft width
passage at each end with a centre arch height of
14ft. Unusually the 8ft deep gate-arches have no
rebate for any two-leaved gate and hence the
27ft passage length (including the length of both
gate-arches) is of equal width all the way along.
A square portcullis groove for an iron grille,
worked in finely dressed stone, is fitted just
behind the front arch. Dimensions: 3" w x 4" d
(figs. 29-34). This present configuration does
not readily allow for inward closing doors awkward without a rebate - and there are no
obvious draw-bar holes. Perhaps the doors
opened outwards, or the gate-tower relied on the
closed drawbridge for security. Like Arundel,
Alnwick and Prudhoe, the thickened passage
walls may have supported a (later) vault. Indications for this are awkwardly placed capitals in
the upper inside corners of the outer arch. The
gate-passage includes a series of arches along
each side, one of which led to an entrance containing a clockwise spiral stair (fig. 30). Of this,
only the first four clockwise steps remain.

The Norman Inner main (south) gate at Helmsley (Type A) is dated to 1190-1200 (EH guidebooks, 1966, 1997, & 2004 to 1190-1227) and
was reached via a timber bridge over a dry ditch.
The gate-tower is located in the south-west corner of the inner bailey and was defended by a
portcullis in addition to a drawbridge. The
square grooves for the portcullis, (4½" w x 4" d)
fixed into the jambs of the entrance gate-arch
can be seen especially well on the west side on
entering. Also visible inside the arch rebate are
crooks for the hinges for the two-leaved inward
opening doors. (figs. 35-38). The portcullis was
probably the first type A implemented since
Arundel. The chase opens through the top of the
gate-arch, the portcullis projecting out to the
field in front of the doors. It is clear the the
gate-passage was vaulted (now missing). The
passage, including both front and rear arches
was 23ft in length, but with no obvious chambers leading off at ground floor level. The EH
reconstruction (2004, p. 28) suggests a substantial building in the form of a square mini-keep
with buttressed corners, perhaps in the original
style of the Inner Gatehouse at Carlisle (c.
1170), (EH guidebook 2010), although the 2004
Helmsley guidebook makes a comparison to the
earlier gate-tower at Newark.

The Captain’s Tower, Carlisle, (retrofitted only a type ‘B’ since the late 14th century) in
the Inner Ward, is a square late Norman gatetower c. 1170-80, but with later structural interventions. The tower projects from the curtain by 18ft, is 32ft in total length and was
originally of two storeys. (See EH guidebook,
2004, 9-10, and EH souvenir guide (1992) by
Platt and McCarthy, 22). The present entrance
gate-arch is reduced from the original span
seen above it. The current portcullis arrangement is a 1380s addition; the grooves are visible, installed to the rear of the gate-passage on
the inside of the the rebate for the rear gate.
This arrangement is odd as the the two-leaved

Framlingham. (Type B).The gate-tower, like
the whole of the castle’s curtain with its 11
towers, is the work of Roger Bigod, earl of
Norfolk in the late 12th century. Today, the
four-centred outer gate-arch bearing the armorial crest is late 16th century, but it probably
replaced a 12th century arch in the same position. The vaulted space between this and the
following arch, approximately 7 ft, forms a
kind of lobby and allows the present wooden
Tudor doors to open inwards into their rebate.
This next arch within the entrance looks original (c. 1180-90). It is triangular, formed with
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Castle Rising gate-tower

ABOVE: Fig. 29. Castle Rising’s two-storey gate-tower with the keep beyond.
BELOW: left: Fig. 30. South side of gate passage looking toward the rear arch and inner bailey

with portcullis slot inside of front arch. Right: Fig. 31 South side of gate-tower from the inner
bailey, with side entrance (without door) that turns right into the spiral stair.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Castle Rising gate-tower

ABOVE: Figs. 32, 33. Castle Rising gate-passage (left: north side ) (right: south side ) to the rear
of the entrance arch. BELOW: Fig. 34. Rear of gate-tower from the inner bailey, looking east.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Helmsley - South Inner gate-tower

ABOVE: Figs. 35, 56. Helmsley Castle, looking towards the west side of the south inner gate-tower.

The 4 inch square portcullis groove is rebated within the entrance gate-arch up to the springing of
the missing gate-passage vault. It is 2 ft forward of the rebate to the two-leaved doors.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 37. All that remains of the corresponding east portcullis slot, cut into huge stone

slabs. Right: Fig. 38. The masonry base of a staircase which provided exterior access to the upper
floors of the gatehouse and the curtain wall parapet-walk. Barbican in the far distance.
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joggled voussoirs with segmental relieving
arch above (cf. Orford and Conisbrough),
(figs. 39-45). Immediately behind this arch
there was another arch of the same format
(now ruined), and sandwiched between the
two was the portcullis slot, the grooves for
which survive. They are square, 4" w x 4" d,
probably for an iron grating. A section of
barrel vault follows, part of the 16th century
work which now blocks the upper reaches of
the grooves into the portcullis chamber on the
upper floor and conceals the chase. Beyond
this point the first floor was originally supported by timber joists. The joist holes only, remain. A stone pier (on the right, facing the
entrance from the interior) supported a timber
stair up to the room over the passage on to the
wall-walk. A barbican fronting the gate-tower,
a few remnants of which remain is of indeterminate date. The Framlingham gate has affinities with Farnham and the early Henry II
square /rectangular towered gates at Dover.
Conisbrough Castle (Type B) was probably
completed by c. 1200, built by Hamelin Plantagenet, who had initiated the celebrated great
cylindrical keep in the 1180s. It is also known
for the early introduction of more rounded,
D-shaped style of towers to its curtain, one of
the earliest castles to adopt this, as yet, embryonic form, whereby the towers are solid up to
battlement level. It also includes a long sinuous high-walled barbican - a heavily defended
controlled access to the inner ward of the castle
- leading to an inner gate-tower on the south
side of the curtain (see the Sorrell reconstruction fig. 46). The gate-tower is ruinous and
much of the east side has collapsed and fallen
down the slope, 20ft into the ditch (figs. 4748). Hence the vault of the gate-arch and passage have similarly become ruinous. However,
what remains lying down the slope, and to the
west indicates that much can be learnt.
First, whilst the gate-tower was re-structured or
refaced in the 14th century, it appears to maintain the basic form of the original. In this case
the east and west corners of the gate-tower had
solid, D-shaped turrets acting as buttresses rather than viable spaces for any internal chambers.
It would be analogous to Castle Acre (see below). The facing of the fallen eastern turret is of

large ashlar blocks (of 14th century date). The
turret has a battered base with a double rollmoulding above this. The ashlars are well-cut
and close-jointed. At the back of the fallen
turret a pronounced groove (10” x 5½ x 7”) in
the masonry was the portcullis slot. This portcullis represents part of the 14th century rebuilding. There are no traces of the archaeology
that gives any clues about the original form or
position of the c. 1200 portcullis though is was
probably similar to Castle Acre.
The West Gate at Castle Acre (Type B) may
have been built towards the end of Hamelin
Plantagenet’s life (d. 1202). Hamelin, builder
of Conisbrough, was the illegitimate half
brother of Henry II, (hence uncle to Richard I
and King John) who had married Isabel de
Warenne (d. 1203), 4th Countess of Surrey, in
1164. Hamelin was recognised as Comte de
Warenne. Castle Acre, along with Lewes was
part of the Warenne estate. Hamelin or his son,
William, 6th earl of Surrey, holding title until
his death in 1248 may have added the West
gate-tower c. 1190-1202 or slightly thereafter.
The outer part of the Castle Acre gate-tower to
the west - towards the town - was once dominated by its tall yet small diameter solid twin 3/4
round towers, but only the core rubble and the
splayed bases of these remain. The gate was
sketched by Rev. Thomas Kerrich (1748-1828)
in 1782 when the gate was less degraded and
clearly shows the solid 3/4 round turrets to the
west (EH guidebooks, 2008, 1999). Hamelin’s
use of solid round turrets may relate to his upbringing in Anjou, where Gallo-Roman castra
commonly had them on the curtain. Within, the
gate-passage (24ft long x 10ft wide) was closed
by two sets of two-leaved gates (fig. 49). The
first, toward the field closes behind the entrance
arch (lost) into its rebate, followed by two drawbar holes; slots for a portcullis about 6ft along
from the gate followed by entrances to chambers
either side of the passage. The grooves are
square, 6"w x 5½"d, and are placed immediately
after a 6" set-back along the wall (cf. Montgomery). The rear (east) gates, leading to the
lower ward, also rebated, open in the same direction as the forward gates and when closed would
have required someone outside the gate-tower to
secure them with draw-bars (figs. 50-53).
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Framlingham

ABOVE: Fig. 39. Interior of Framlingham looking towards the gate-tower and ruined chambers to
the left with their double arrow-loop embrasures, along the inner curtain. The gate-tower is at
least three storeys. The section where the wooden bridge spans the tower was once enclosed and
roofed and included a latrine.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 40. The 4” portcullis groove inside the inner arch. Right: Fig. 41. The chase for

the portcullis (9 ft 6” wide, cf. Orford) on the first-floor chamber of the gate-tower.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Framlingham

ABOVE. Fig. 42. Framlingham main entrance
from the south, with recast Tudor outer arch.
The doors rebate into a small porch in front of
the rear portcullis arch.
BELOW: Fig. 43. The gate-tower from the

south. The high wing walls of uncertain date.

ABOVE: Fig. 44. The bridge over the ditch

leading to the gate-tower and a later half
moon outwork to the south.
BELOW: Fig. 45. Interior of the main entrance.

The fragmentary (left side) portcullis groove is
on the inside of the jambs of the triangular
arch. The chase has gone due to the rebuilt
vault. The groove is better seen on the right.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Conisbrough

ABOVE: Fig 46. The Alan Sorrell 1960 depiction of Conisbrough as it may have appeared in the
13th century. Some elements of the drawing have since changed in the light of further excavation.
BELOW: Fig. 47 Left: The eastern side of the entrance passage to the inner ward, in the position

where it fell before 1538. It slipped forward some 20ft. The inner masonry facing of the tower,
with the springing of the gate-arch is probably a C14 re-facing of c. 1200 work. It is clear that the
groove is forward of the gate. Fig. 48 Right: The lower section of the east portcullis groove. L to
R: Square block - 10” deep x 5½”w x 7”deep. The inner rebate section is wider than the front
rebate for added strength, a typical profile of many grooves in the first half of the C13 and later.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Castle Acre

Fig. 49. Castle Acre, West (outer) gate-house. To the right, facing west - towards to the town. To
the left toward the lower ward. In its present form the gate is probably contemporary with the north
‘bailey-gate’ of the town. The outside of the gate was dominated by solid twin-drum towers. The
gate-passage side doors north and south half way long led to storerooms and the porter’s lodge.
The portcullis slot is central to the gate-passage, rebated just by the opposite side doors.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Castle Acre

Fig. 50. Castle Acre. The West gatehouse from the inner ward looking west towards the town.

ABOVE: Fig. 51. Castle Acre. The full length of the West gatehouse from south. L-R: Main entrance
arch & rebate for two-leaved doors & draw-bars, portcullis groove, entrance to chamber (lower
section built up in the post-medieval period), rear arch, draw-bars for door - which must have been
closed from the outside. BELOW: Fig. 52. North side of gate-passage with door off to storeroom.
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The portcullis - design and development - Castle Acre & Town Bailey Gate - Lewes

Left: Fig. 53. Castle Acre. The West gatehouse from the porter’s lodge entrance, looking south.
Portcullis slot and entrance to the storeroom off the passage. Remains of double draw-bar slots.
Right: Fig. 54. Castle Acre town ‘Bailey Gate’ with centrally placed 6 inch wide square portcullis
The embryonic West Gate is significant as it is
one of the first gate-towers, (or true gatehouse)
built with interior gate-passage access to other
adjacent chambers either side within the tower
at ground level. The north passage led to the
porter’s lodge, a contemporary building contrived in the angle between the gatetower and
and the wing-wall linking the latter to the upper
ward defences (fig. 50). This was a rectangular
building with remains of a garderobe shaft outside the north-west corner, indicating at least
one other storey. There are, however, insufficient remains to indicate if an upper chamber of
this rectangular building communicated with the
portcullis chamber over the passage to create a
suite of interlinking rooms at first-floor level,
but it would seem likely.
The tall two-storey impressive ‘Bailey Gate’
(fig. 54) in Castle Acre town is instructive in so
far as the formal design appears to replicate the
West gatetower of the castle. Many features are
identical: materials - ashlar quoins and dressed
stone with flint infill; small solid 3/4 round
frontal turrets; portcullis groove dimensions;
central position of the portcullis between two
tall two-leaved gates opening inwards and to the
same direction. The exception with the Bailey

Gate is that there are no doorways within the
gate-passage leading to any ancillary side chambers; presumably access to the portcullis chamber was via the wall-walk.
At Lewes (Type D - barbican only) a considerable fragment of the late-11th century Norman
gatetower is preserved and includes its southern
wall and gate-arch and most of its eastern wall
projecting northwards from the curtain. The
walls of the gatetower are 8ft thick, and from a
recent excavation its internal dimensions were
found to be 32 ft. from north to south and 22 ft.
from east to west. It is possible that it was of two
bays, like the contemporary gate at Arques in
Normandy. There are two arches, each of two
orders with semi-circular rings of Caen stone to
the outer and inner face, the latter being higher
than the former due to the slope of the ground
(figs. 55-56). The Norman gate did not contain
an original or retrospectively applied portcullis.
However, the 1350s barbican sits further down
the slope, giving a open to the sky walled passage between the two of about 60ft. in length
The barbican tower includes two sets of halfround portcullis grooves but it is unclear whether both were operative simultaneously. The outer is 4¾" w x 4¼" d ½ round, and inner is 6" w
x 5" d ½ round (see Toy, fig. 1 and figs. 57-58).
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The portcullis - design and development - Lewes Norman gate-tower & 14th century barbican

ABOVE: Left: Fig. 55. Lewes Castle looking towards the west side of the barbican (right) and
remaining entrance arch of the Norman gate-tower (left). Right: Fig 56. Norman gate-tower
(remaining section) from the rear looking south toward the barbican.
BELOW: Fig. 57. Left. Exterior of the magnificent 1340-50s barbican. The gate-passage contains

elements of two portcullis slots. Right. Fig. 58 : One of the two sets with narrow rounded grooves.
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The portcullis - design and development - the 12th century - Lincoln - Summary

Figs. 59, 60. Lincoln. The Norman West Gate (from the exterior), with added (1233) gate-arch, creating
a 9.5 inches wide x 6 inches deep square portcullis groove closing an entrance nearly 16ft wide.

12th century portcullises & gatehouses - Summary & key developments
● There are only two known Norman-Angevin
gate-towers that included portcullis grooves rebated into the jambs and chased into the archivolt of
the entrance arch forward of the two-leaved gate:
Arundel (c. 1080-1100) and Helmsley (1190s) (Inner Gate - south), both Type A. (Mesqui - HV)
● Other gate-towers with integrated portcullises
are positioned along the vaulted gate-passage behind the front gate-arch and its associated twoleaved gates. e.g. Farnham. Type B (Mesqui - VH).
● Norman-Angevin gate-towers do not include
integrated (Type B) portcullises until the 1140s
at the earliest, with Castle Rising being the first
known, followed by Farnham and Framlingham
-1190s.6 (but Rising may be a later insertion).
● The narrow grooves - up to 4" for iron grilles
were displaced by the 1190s by wider grooves for
wooden portcullises; all grooves become square,
5" wide or greater, which suggests wooden grates,
shod with iron.
● Many gate-towers had later outworks or barbicans conjoined directly (Type C) effectively extending their forward length, adding portcullises
and other defensive features where none had previously existed, especially drawbridges and intermediate outer towers (e.g. Tickhill).

● More complex barbicans were added a short
distance away from the gatetower with high
linking protective walls, sometimes with wallwalk galleries. e.g. Lewes, Type D.
● Vaulting the gate-passage and/or barbican became almost mandatory and some were retrofitted, but a portcullis could be installed within the
gatetower that had a timbered ceiling if it was
rebated adjacent to the gate-arch face (inner or
outer) and the chase dropped through the enlarged archivolt or soffit (e.g. Lincoln) Vaulting
the gate-passage may therefore sometimes postdate implementation of the portcullis.
● At both Conisbrough and Castle Acre gate
towers (or perhaps true gatehouses) of c. 11901210) are flanked by solid round or D-ended turrets, not supporting hollow chambers for flanking
fire but acting more as buttresses. The portcullis
chamber over the vaulted gate-passage may have
had access to adjacent rooms and the ground-floor
gate-passage had chambers off as noted at Castle
Acre castle’s West Gate. Along with Henry II’s
rectangular Dover gates these examples are precursors, establishing the chronological point of
departure for the more fully resolved, fully-formed
twin-drum and D-shaped-towered gatehouses of
the 13th century that rapidly followed.
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The portcullis - design and development - Part II - the 13th century

Fig. 61. Kenilworth Castle. Mortimer’s Gate at the inner end of the causeway or tiltyard. Probably
commissioned by John and completed by 1212. The forward apsidal faces or ‘D’s contained ground
floor rooms equipped for cross-bows. Loops were probably single slits originally. Two portcullises.
13th century twin-towered gatehouses
Part II (1190 - 1260)
The development of 13th century twin-towered gatehouses needs no introduction. It is
well documented, noted especially by Sidney
Toy, Allen Brown, David King, John Goodall
and many others, and in its eventual form
became one of the most striking and potent
innovations in castle architecture ever developed in British castle history.7 Potent both in
its prestige, symbolism and concentration of
defensive might. Table 4 sets out a list of
some of the better known gatehouses of the
period with estimates of their build dates and
types and dimensions of the portcullis
grooves. It is not meant to be a definitive list
of all 13th century twin-towered gatehouses;
(see also fn. 21 for others). Tonbridge type
keep-gatehouses, Edwardian and later periods
will be dealt with in a future article.
In addition to what some have called ‘transitional’ or ‘embryonic’ developments at Conisbrough, Castle Acre, Chepstow and Pevensey,
the earliest formative models appear to be the
pairing of the square or rectangular towers

forming the north and south gateways piercing
the inner ring of curtain walls around the keep
at Dover, c. 1170-80. The King’s Gate (north)
and the Palace Gate (south), originally both
with spacious pincer-type, looping barbicans.
Between the flanking gate-towers a covered
gate-passage structurally unites the towers into
one block, although the gate-passages themselves are really no more than an extended
archway too shallow to allow for residential
rooms above - perhaps just a connecting passage linking the two ‘towers’ (cf. Farnham)
and with enough room for the portcullis
mechanism.8 Today, there are no traces of
portcullises within these two gates, and nothing is mentioned in the Dover guidebooks by
Raleigh Radford (1959), Allen Brown (1966,
1974) or Jonathan Coad (2007, 2012). It
should be noted, however, that Clark (1884, p.
13) specifically mentions the existence of portcullis grooves: ‘The gateways are vaulted passages, with a flat segmental arch, opening
externally between two square flanking towers. There is a groove for a portcullis and the
vaults have an Early English import’. There is
no reason to doubt Clark’s description, though
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The portcullis - design and development - the 13th century
Twin-towered gatehouses & barbicans with one or more portcullis 1190s -1260
Castle

Original
Gate date

Tower(s)
Form

No of
Portcullis Groove Dimensions Position & Type
portDate
type
code
WxD
cullises
(Mesqui)

Dover - Inner gates King’s & Palace Gate

1180s

Square &
rectangular

?1 ea

1180s

?

N/A
removed?

Conisbrough (V)

by 1200

Solid rounds

1

1200

S

10 x 5½ x 7

HV

?

Castle Acre - West Gate (V)

by 1205?

Solid rounds

1

by 1205?

S

6 x 5½

V»H»V

B

Dover - ‘Old’ North gate

1200-9?

D-shaped

1?

1205

S?

?

?

?

Helmsley - North Inner (V)

1200-25

D-shaped

1

1200-25

S

4½ x 3

HV

A

Warkworth (Outer) (V)

by 1210

Polygonal (D)

1

1210

S

5x4

VHA»V

A

Kenilworth (Mortimer’s Twr)

by 1210?

D-shaped

2

1210?

S

8 x 8 (x 2)

HV»HV

A

Limerick (Outer) (V - later?)

1212+

¾ round drum

1

1212?

S

8/½ x 14

(M)HV

A

Dover - St. John’s Tower (V)

by 1227

Below ground

1

1227

S

5x4

V»H?

B

Dover - Constable’s Gate (V)

by 1227

Back-to- back
stretched ‘D’s

1

1217-27

S

5½ x 4½

V»HV

A

Dover - Fitzwilliam Gate (V)

by 1220?

3 Beaked -shaped
towers

1

by 1227

S

5½ x 3½

VH»V

A

Beeston (Inner + Outer)

1225-30

D-shaped

1

1225?

S

6x5&5x5

(V?)HV

A

Bolingbroke

1225-30

D-shaped

1

1230s

S

?

HV

A

Skipton

1220s

D-shaped

1

1220s?

S

4 x 3½

V»HV

B

Montgomery (Inner) (V)

1223-28

D-shaped

1

1225

S

6½ x 5½

HAV»V

A

Carrickfergus (V - later)

1210 + 1250 Drum

B?

Criccieth (Inner)

1225-30

?HV

1210 + 1250

S

4½ x 5

(M)VH»H

D-shaped

1

1230

S

6 x 6½

HV»V

A

Cilgerran (Inner) (V - 2nd floor) 1230-45

Square - solid
buttresses

2

1230-45

S

5½ x 5½ +
5x5

HV»H

A

*Lincoln - West Gate (V)

1233

Square

1

1233

S

9½ x 5

VH

C

*Lincoln - East Gate (?V)

1220-30

Square

1

1220-30

S

9½ x 5

HV

A

Helmsley (Outer) (S. Barbican) V

1230-40s

D-shaped

1

1227-50

S

5 x4

HV

A

Caldicot (de Bohun Gate).

1230-40s

D-shaped

1

1230-40

R

5x4

H(A?)V

A

Pevensey (Inner)* (V)

1190s? +1245

D-shaped

1

1245?

R*

9 x 8*

HV

A

Newcastle (Blackgate) (V)

1247-50

Back-to-back ‘D’s

1

1247-50

R

6x7

HV

A

Corfe (Middle or SW) (V)

1247-50

D-shaped

2

1250s

R

9 x 6, 8 ∕2 x 7

HAV»HV

A

Pembroke - Outer (V)
1255?
White (Inner) (drum c. 1220s) 1220+1260

D-shaped x 1

2

c. 1255-60

S

6½ x 6½ x 2

HAVAHVA

A

¾ round drum

1

1260s?

R

?

(H)V»(V)

A

White (Outer gate) (V)

1260s?

Solid ‘D’

1

1260s

R

5½ x 6

HV»V

A

Chepstow (Outer)*

1190?+1280

Drum +

2*

1280s?

R

5 x 4 (x 2)

(M)HVH

A

1+1

1

Table 4
Abbreviations: M - Machicolation, H - Herse (portcullis), A - Assommoir (murder hole), V - Vantaux (two-leaved door) The
» in the ‘Position and Code’ column indicates a significant gap within the gate-passage between the forward features and the
middle or rear features. Note: Groove dimensions are in inches, (M) Machicolation (in brackets) means added to existing
gatehouse at a later date. ‘V’ in the castle name column = full-length vaulted gate-passage.
*Chepstow - See Appendix 2. The two-leaved doors behind the gate-arch will only open half-way when the inner portcullis is
fully down. Obviously if the doors are fully open they would prevent the portcullis from closing. The Edwardian Byward and
Middle Towers at the Tower of London (1275-81) are designed in the same way. It was probably a deliberate design to control
access. The Chepstow drum towers (especially the lower parts) are probably c. 1190, but the portcullis grooves and corbelled
machicolation arch are probably mid- or late- C13 insertions either by Gilbert Marshall or Roger Bigod III or even later.
*Pevensey - For a drawing of the unusual groove pattern see Toy, (fig. 1). The gatehouse development has a confusing history.
It has been partly rebuilt and the portcullis grooves appear, to the writer, to be a mid 13th -century insertion.
*Lincoln West & East Gate portcullises are 13th century insertions on the inside (West), or outside (East) of the Norman
front gate arch and may have been added at the same time when the West Gate’s vaulted passage inside the line of the curtain
wall was removed. There was already a very rare Norman barbican in place forward of the West Gate.
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he does not give a groove type or any dimensions. All this appears to have been masked or
removed by later works, perhaps in the 1890s1920s, hence undetected by later writers.9
From c. 1202 king John was active in strengthening royal castles, including Dover, Limerick,
Dublin, Kenilworth (fig. 61), Scarborough, Corfe, and Lancaster. These included a number of
twin-towered gates with hollow, useable, chambered drum and D-shaped flanking towers and 6"
to 8" wide portcullis grooves integrated into the
entrance arch forward of the inward opening
two-leaved doors. Gate-towers were either drum
or short or elongated ‘D’s.10 Wide machicolation
‘murder’ slots corbelled out and high-arched over
the entrance were not then present; it is suggested
(see below) these were only introduced in the
latter half of the 13th century, c. 1250, and some
were seamlessly retrofitted later in the century.11
At Dover John added a number of early Dshaped towers to the north outer curtain including a possible D-shaped twin-towered entrance
(the ‘Old Entrance’). Whilst these were subsequently replaced or reworked by Hubert de
Burgh after 1216 following the siege by king
Louis (now known as the Norfolk Towers),
enough remains of the original west section of
the gate-tower to show that John’s engineers
was introducing both fully circular drums and
the new, longer D-shaped form.12 The concept
was developed further at Kenilworth (elongated ‘D’-shape) (c. 1205-12), Limerick (¾ round
drum) (c. 1212) and Dublin (drum) by 1220.
Kenilworth’s twin D-shaped or U-shaped gatehouse form was developed well forward to the
field, in advance of an existing Norman gatetower that was conjoined to it at the rear, northern, section (figs. 62, 63). On the basis of this
early 13th century dating of Kenilworth’s Mortimer Tower, it would appear to mark the first
appearance in England of a twin-towered gatehouse containing two portcullises; the first, forward of the main gates and the second to the far
rear, built into the Norman part of the passage,
but before any further doors (if any). Both portcullis sets are squarely robust, approx. 8" wide
x 8" deep (fig. 64). Like Castle Acre, there are
also defensive gate-passage side chambers, with
Kenilworth having multiple arrow slits accessible from within the ground-floor towers.13

Contemporary with Mortimer’s Tower is the
very singular baronial gatehouse at Warkworth one of the earliest true gatehouses. Like
Kenilworth this has long narrow U-shaped
gate-towers flanking a long entrance passage,
but uniquely at this date the gatehouse has
elegant polygonal-fronted (semi-octagonal)
facets containing multiple splayed arrow slits
for crossbows (figs. 68-73). The gatehouse
projects half without and half within the curtain.
There are no side-doors off the gate-passage but
there are arrow loops facing the passage entry both sides offering flanking fire before and after
the portcullis location. The portcullis is deep
inside the passage, about 6 ft along, and,
uniquely, the grooves stop at the chamfered
string-courses that run horizontally through the
passage at the springing line of the vault. Normally they would have continued to within a
few inches of the ground, but in this case they
stop on the flat upper surface of the string
course, 7ft (2.14m) above ground level. The
portcullis must have been of a specially designed construction. As Toy comments: ‘It must
have had a horizontal beam stretching from side
to side, which in its descent came to rest on the
string-courses, while its main portion, between
the string-courses, descended to the ground,
perhaps fitting into a groove there…The design
must have proved unsatisfactory for it does not
appear to have been followed elsewhere’. The
grooves are square, 5" x 4" and are about 6 ft
along the passage, followed by a ‘murder slot’.
The postern gate along the west curtain at
Warkworth is in the same format, and the
portcullis must have been to a similar design.
It is set back about 5 ft from the entrance.
There is a rebate for a door on the outside,
which may have been outward opening. This
feature does occur in a few other castles; for
example Beeston, Harlech and Beaumaris.
Whilst unusual it does mean that with a steeply
upwardly inclined entrance-gate approach, an
incline which often continues along the gatepassage, the two-leaved doors would of necessity have to have a significant lower-edged gap
to compensate for the rise in ground level as
they opened inwards. This problem was eliminated by doors opening outwards, and when
closed they would sit flush with the ground.
See Cadwallader Bates, 1891, p. 133.14
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ABOVE: Fig. 62. Mortimer’s Tower (gatehouse) from the inner bailey. Early 13th century which
masks the Norman gate embedded into the rear section.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 63. Plan of the gatehouse, with the Norman walls in black. There are two sets
of square portcullis grooves each marked **. One in front of the inward opening double doors
(added to plan), and one embedded into the rear Norman gate passage (X-Y). Plan from M W
Thompson, 1985.
Right: Fig. 64. The 8” x 8” front groove of D-shaped Tower B, marked *. In the background is the
ground floor niche embrasure arrow-loop.

*
*X Y

B
A

*

*
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ABOVE: Fig. 65. Mortimer’s Tower. The west tower (A) from what was the mere looking north.

Causeway to the right. (Three arrow loops in tower A and 2 in tower B - one blocked). The short
horizontal slit to form the cruciform arrow loop appears to be a later modification.
BELOW: Fig. 66. Left: The rear portcullis groove to the rear of tower A (marked X on fig. 63). Size:

7" x 8". It is not clear if the rear gate passage was sealed by another set of doors.
Right: Fig. 67. Niche embrasure arrow loop looking east in tower B. All four arrow slits are similar
in design and could be as early as c. 1210. (The horizontal cross slit is probably retrofitted).
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ABOVE: Fig. 68. Plan and sec-

tion of the Warkworth gatehouse, particularly the gatepassage. From Toy, 1968 (4th
ed.) p. 147. Reproduced courtesy of the Sidney Toy Estate.
LEFT: Fig 69. Warkworth gate-

passage from the entrance. The
portcullis slot is stopped by the
string-course, followed by a
machicolation. There is a modern latticed outward-opening
gate that fits into a rebate, but
it is not clear that there was a
two-leaved gate originally fitted. The closed drawbridge fits
into its own rebate above the
pointed arch and this often
served as the outer gate.
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ABOVE: Fig. 70. Warkworth gatehouse c. 1200

-1210. Crossbow arrow loops continue right
along the gate-passage. 3 per side.
BELOW: Fig. 71. Western postern - short gate-

passage from the exterior entrance. Portcullis
slot terminates at the string-course, followed
by a machicolation to the rear. An outer arch
rebate, particularly clear around the arch
curve suggests an outward opening door.

ABOVE: Fig. 72 The 5” groove & chase to the
first floor chamber above. The head-height
string-course is the travel stop for the portcullis. The wear is probably due to rainwater.
BELOW: Fig. 73. Warkworth gate-passage.

One of the 3 arrow loops along the elongated
‘D’, facing directly opposite its counterpart on
the west. Later examples are staggered. One of
the earliest examples of gate-passage loops
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At Mortimer’s Tower, Kenilworth. (HV»HV)
The gatehouse probably forms part of the
works recorded being added by king John in
the first decade or so of the 13th century (see
also this Journal, Petre, pp. 223-4 and references). Although fragmentary in places and roofless, it is possibly, with Limerick, the earliest
13th century extant, visible gatehouse executed
by the Crown, and certainly the earliest in the
country to incorporate two portcullises - with
quite a gap between them (approx. 30 ft) (fig.
62). It is one of the earliest D-shaped twintowered gatehouses in England. The full length
of the gate-passage, including the altered rear
Norman section is considerable: 52 ft long (27
ft for the inner John section and 24 ft for the
Norman). The passage is 10 ft wide at the point
of the first portcullis slots. The grooves in both
cases are between 8" and 7" wide, for a wooden portcullis, one of the earliest, like Limerick.
The gatehouse was at least two storeys high.
The current EH guidebooks depict the gatehouse in excellent bird’s eye view reconstructions (2010, pp. 43, 49 by Peter Urmston,
which show the roof-line divisions between the
two). Apart from the entrance arch and rear
arches the ceiling / floor above was not vaulted.
Another of John’s castles, Limerick, (M)(HV)
(c. 1212) is characterised by its three large drum
angle-towers and its much smaller ¾ round
twin-towers (almost drum or circular) of the
gatehouse between the NW and NE corners. On
the interior the towers do not extend beyond the
flat line of the curtain although there was a
(destroyed) vaulted gate-passage stretching back
20ft that appears to have no access to any side
chambers.15 The narrow width of the entrance
(8ft) between the flanking towers only seems to
have initially supported a portcullis chamber
above. The original arrangement is unresolved
and the first floors of the towers and the link
between them have now been heavily modified.
(Reconstruction on the Shannon Heritage website). However, the front exterior configuration
is clear, apart from how any drawbridge was
worked (figs. 74-77). The portcullis slots are
forward of the gate-arch, running up the walls
rebated within jambs (dimensions: 8½" w x
14"d, some of the widest and deepest slots recorded in Table 4). The present double doors are
modern, and are not rebated. On the bailey

interior, on the outer edges of the dressed stone
jambs of the rear-arch are two square holes
where the pintles may have originally been positioned, thus using the ends of the arch as a rebate
for the two-leaved doors that would have opened
into the missing passage (figs. 79-80). The gatehouse configuration, at least two arches forward
of the entrance door at two levels - one high
corbelled outer-arch for the machicolation slot,
and an inner-arch for the portcullis - was a rare
feature on twin-towered gatehouses, and the
outer machicolation arch may have been retrofitted some 30 to 40 years later.16 The only other
direct Irish example is Carrickfergus (c. 12001210?).17 Others like Nenagh (1230s) look similar but lack the high, outer machicolation arch.
In England and Wales, the only directly visual
comparison is the Chepstow gatehouse.18
The usual narrative for the introduction of fullyresolved hollow drum or D-shaped twin-towered gatehouses usually references early 13th
century works by a number of influential and
powerful barons rather than king John: Ranulf
de Blundeville, earl of Chester constructed Beeston (c. 1225), Chartley (by 1225-30) and Bolingbroke (1220-30), and Fulk FitzWarin at
Whittington (by 1220), all with visually similar
twin-towered gatehouses.19 William Marshal I
with gatehouses at Chepstow and Kilkenny
(c. 1208); Robert de Roos (1186-1227) at
Helmsley, Robert fitz Roger (d. 1214) at Warkworth; and William de Fors II at Skipton (c.
1220). All these drum / D-shaped flanking
towers had useable ground and upper-floor tower spaces either side of the gate-passage but not
all were totally integrated (the usual benchmark
for a ‘gatehouse’ and not just a gate-passage
between two towers).20 However, it is noteworthy that the John’s ‘King’s Works’ masons had
been active in developing such gatehouses well
before or contemporary with the innovations of
many experienced barons back from France and
the Crusades. In Henry III’s minority (1217-32)
responsibility and influence on castle building
devolved to Hubert de Burgh (1160-d. by 1243)
and Peter des Roches (d. 1238). Its was de Burgh
who initiated the great gatehouse at Dover, the
Constable’s Gate, and he went on to implement
twin-towered gatehouses at Montgomery
(1223).21 and possibly White (Inner Gate),22 all
equipped with square portcullis grooves.
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ABOVE: Fig. 74. Sepia print of the narrow Limerick 8ft wide gate c. 1914. Right: Fig. 75. Present

detail of the entrance/portcullis arch. The modern wooden door has no rebate.
BELOW: Figs. 76-77. The exceptionally wide groove (8½ inches) rebated in the right hand jamb.
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ABOVE: Figs. 78-79. Limerick gatehouse, c. 1212. The uppermost machicolation arch is probably
be a later addition. Right: The gatehouse from the inner bailey showing later interventions,
including the scar marks highlighting the original rear two-storey gate-passage.
BELOW: Fig. 80. On the outer edges of the dressed stone jambs there are two holes per side where
the pintles may have originally been positioned, thus using the end of the arch as a rebate for the
two-leaved doors that would have opened into the missing passageway.
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The Constable Gate, (V»HV) c. 1217, completed by 1227, was one of may projects initiated by Hubert de Burgh at Dover and
elsewhere. It is one of the most complex and
largest gatehouses in Britain, and is described
and illustrated by Goodall, 2011, pp. 171-7
and Coad, 2007. A plan of the upper floor was
published in CSGJ 25, pp. 134-4, and the
ground-level plan is reproduced here (figs.
81-83). De Burgh’s Crown role in castle planning at this time appears pre-eminent and
lasted to mid-1230s with the end of Henry
III’s minority. The single portcullis is forward
of the two-leaved doors, but is to the rear of
the conjoined stretched back-to-back ‘D’s of
the gatehouse extension. It is square, dimensions 5½" w x 4½" d. De Burgh’s own castle
at Grosmont (1220-32) has small-scale echoes
of the Constable Gate with its own gatehouse
and its long axial room over the gate-passage
(and its broad square portcullis grooves).
Beeston Castle (code: (V)HV). Built by Ranulf
de Blundeville in 1225. Outer and inner gatehouses are similar, but the inner is more complete (fig.
84). The D-shaped twin towers are asymmetric
with the east larger than the west. It offers a flat
face to the interior of the bailey and the gatepassage was not vaulted. The outer gates open
outward, followed by a portcullis slot (5”w x 5”d)
and the short passage is closed by another pair of
gates. Commentaries make comparisons to Ranulf’s other castles at Bolingbroke and Chartley
built about the same time. Swallow (2014) also
notes affinities to Whittington and Criccieth due
to political affiliations and family ties. None were
vaulted and all had short gate-passages, just sufficiently deep to contain the portcullis /drawbridge
mechanisms, and possibly with access through to
a neighbouring tower. Like king John’s examples
these ‘gatehouses’ are still very much in the first
phase of twin-towered gatehouses, before space
over the gate-passage was extended axially, as in
the de Burgh examples (Dover, Constables Gate,
Grosmont, and Montgomery).
Montgomery Castle (code: HAV»V) is also
thought to have been initiated by Hubert de
Burgh on behalf of Henry III. This is described
by Jeremy Knight (Cadw guidebook, 2004)
who suggests a start date of 1223/4. Much of
the inner gate remains although the vault is lost.

It is illustrated as an artist’s impression by Chris
Jones-Jenkins on p. 42. Again it follows the
‘D’-shaped format although the lowest levels to
the ‘D’s are solid and more ¾ round. The single
portcullis is rebated into the entrance arch, and
is forward of the inward opening two-leaved
doors. The passage is only 7ft wide. The square
grooves remain in situ, dimensions: 6½”w x
5½”d. Figs. 86-88 also suggest that there was a
further combined slot (12”w) for a machicolation immediately to the rear of the portcullis
grooves. Such a wide ‘murder’ slot would explain the unusual story of Maud Vras who died
on New Year’s day in 1288.23 The rear was
sealed by inward-closing gates, which may be
the first example of an autonomous gatehouse.
Diagnostic analysis - gate-passage obstacles
Most mid 13th-century castles continued to see
added or reconstructed gatehouses in this form
with similar portcullis / murder slot and two
leaved door ensembles. All had square grooved
portcullises up until about the 1240s. These multiple defensive combinations were quantified and
categorized in quite some detail by Jean Mesqui,
who showed that, at least in France, there was a
progressive typological development of obstacles
along the gate-passage that, taken as a whole,
were diagnostic of date. (Mesqui, 1981). He
used a shorthand coding system on the numerous
plans and sections of gatehouses illustrated
(some also found in Mesqui, 1991, Vol. 1, pp.
331-4. Key: M=Machicolation, H=Herse,
A=Assommoir, V=Vantaux, (Machicolation;
Portcullis; Murder holes (or slots); Two-leaved
doors). He shows that the various configurations,
developing in complexity, could be broadly dated
to specific periods. Note that a distinction is made
between the forward arched ‘M’ ‘machicolation’
and any individual or series of ‘A’ ‘Assommoir’
murder holes seen in the main entrance arch or
along the gate-passage. Renn offered a similar
analysis on a small group of gatehouses starting
with Caerphilly and Tonbridge (Renn 1981).
However, no systematic analysis of this kind has
been compiled in the UK and today, the task, if
feasible, would take many years of research. A
limited amount of analysis using the same coded
abbreviations is offered in Table 4. Typical is the
HV (Herse/Vantaux) or (HA(ssommoir)V) combination (until about 1240).
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ABOVE: Fig. 81. Sidney Toy’s plan of the ground floor of Constable’s Gate. Reproduced from

the 1953 edition of ‘Castles of Great Britain’, © and courtesy of the Sidney Toy estate.
BELOW L & R: Figs. 82, 83. Constable’s Gate: c. 1217-27. The entrance passage into the upper

bailey. The double doors are short (in height) to take account of the rise in the road level as it
steeply inclines up through the passage. Hence the flexible metal extensions that rise and adjust
as the doors open and close. The floor level may also be about 1 ft lower. The 5½ inch square
portcullis grooves run up between the arch of the stretched back ‘D’s added onto the core of
John’s original single ‘D-shaped’ curtain tower.
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ABOVE: Fig. 84. Beeston Castle’s twin-towered D-shaped inner gatehouse, c. 1225.
BELOW: Fig. 85. Beeston’s Inner Gatehouse. Aquatint, dated to late 18th century. It was probably
drawn in connection with James Baker's 1795 ‘A Picturesque Guide to the Marches’ ...It clearly
shows either two drawbridge or machicolation slots above the gate arch.
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ABOVE: Fig. 86. Montgomery’s Inner Gatehouse (c. 1225) passage looking toward the inner courtyard.
BELOW: Fig 87. Left: The rebated square 6½” groove on the east (right), with space behind (left) for

a murder slot.
Right: Fig. 88. The corresponding groove on the west (left). The gate rebate sits about 18” behind this.
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The half-round portcullis groove
As mentioned in the Abstract, it was G T Clark
who first noted that the portcullis groove had
migrated from a square to a half-round profile
during the reign of Henry III.24 It seems to coincide with Hubert de Burgh’s fall from grace and
the greater assertion of Henry’s personal tastes
and interests in castle design. 13th century examples include Newcastle’s Blackgate, securely dated to c. 1247 and Corfe Middle Gate, (c.
1247-50). Other early examples include the de
Bohun Gate, Caldicot (c. 1235-45?),25 Tonbridge
(c. 1260), and the outer gatehouse at White Castle
(c. 1255-60). (Table 4). Two gatehouses remain
problematic: Chepstow, where it is suggested
here that the Outer Gate has a complex history
and that the two sets of half-round portcullis
grooves may have been fitted or retrofitted in the
1240s, 1280s or even later (Appendix 2); and at
Pevensey,26 where the gatehouse appears to have
received considerable rework by Gilbert Marshal
before the 1250s including its very singular style
of portcullis groove (figs. 1, 93-95).
Fashion statement or improvement?
Was this migration, not recorded anywhere in
France, but seen especially so within the ‘King’s
Works’, simply one of fashion or style, following
the sinuous curve aesthetic down to the smallest
detail, giving a unified coherence to design. Or one
that simply added greater strength and security to
the grille, locking it into the slots more tightly? It is
difficult to say. There is no doubt that rounded
grooves required freestone to work them. Often
they are coursed or laid in a contrasting stone
colour to the gate-passage, so there could have
been an element of status and display. The smooth
dressed stone may also have facilitated less friction
with easier travel along the grooves. A look at the
grooves at Corfe’s outer gate, Leybourne (1275)
and Pevensey27 (figs. 1, 2) suggests the slots have
been designed like jigsaw pieces, locking them
into the frame of the groove for security. All this
would have added time and expense to the construction, and it may have been a conspicuous elite
conceit. As will be noted in Part III, the round
grooves continued for another 150+ years, but the
square groove type reappeared after 1350. However the rounded types continued on in the South and
five examples can be seen at Bodiam (1385),
where much is copied from the Tower of London.

At Caldicot (code: HV) the precise date of the
elongated D/U-shaped de Bohun Gate is not
documented, but it is generally considered to
be part of a building campaign by the de Bohuns that continued from the 1230s to the
1270s. Goodall includes the motte-topped
round tower among those cluster of round
keeps built in ‘the 1220 or 1230s’ along the
Welsh borders. Newman states that the stone
castle was probably begun by Henry de Bohun
(†1220) and continued by his son Humphrey
(†1275) and attributes the round keep and
‘D’-shaped or bow-fronted towers to them.
(Newman, 2000). The gate is not twin-towered, but an unusually wide main entrance
along the tower’s flank, It is later than the
round tower in the NW corner. The portcullisprotected entrance, along the de Bohun Tower’s south flank includes half-round grooves
5"w x 4"d. The grooves are placed in a rebate
just inside the outer arch and run up through
the rubble soffit between the two arches. It also
includes two circular ‘murder holes’ in the
roof of the arch immediately behind the portcullis. These holes might have been for the
portcullis’ counterweight discs but the travel is
probably too short as to discount the idea as the
holes only travel up through to the floor above
not through the arch up to the wall-walk. To
the rear the gate was closed off by two-leaved
doors in the usual way (figs. 89-92). Overall
the architecture, the arch chamfers, murder
holes, arrow loops and grooves has some similarities with features of Chepstow’s outer gate
and may be of similar date (but not the 1190s).
By contrast, Newcastle upon Tyne’s Black
gate (or barbican gate) is well-documented
(code: H(A?)V).28 £500 was spent on it between
1247-50. In plan and disposition it resembles
the earlier Constable’s Gate at Dover and was
pushed forward well in advance of the old wall
in such a way as to cover most of its length to
the south-west. The half-round portcullis
grooves measure 6" wide. Due to Victorian
interventions any murder holes in the roof of the
passage and lower levels of the portcullis are no
longer visible. Nonetheless, the entrance was
additionally protected by a drawbridge, and, of
course, the barbican lead to a second gatehouse
after a dog-leg turn along the open passage
which itself had flanking galleries (figs. 96-101).
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Corfe Middle (or SW) Gate, (1247-54) being
raised at the same time as Newcastle, Dyserth
and Deganwy, has similar attributes. A building
of three storeys with a finely chamfered segmental archway, the gatehouse is an important developmental step since it has a 1/2 round groove
portcullis at each end of the entrance passage
(figs. 103-104). These appear to have been operated from third-storey level. As a result of the
1646 demolition work, the building has broken
in two and the left-hand section has slipped
down the hill leaving a dramatically split-level
entrance. The gatehouse was fronted by a timber
drawbridge, followed by a 8"w x 7"d portcullis,
behind which is a full width chase divided by
ribs into 4 rectangular box-shaped ‘murder
holes’, (the NT describe this as machicolation);
these might be counterweight slots for the portcullis. Then follows the rebate for the twoleaved door, and at the far end of the passage
another portcullis (9"x 6"), followed by a rebated outward-opening two-leaved door. Along the
gate-passage were mirrored doors leading off
into guard chambers either side, from one of
which (north) a stair led up to the inner bailey
and great tower. Another significant change is
the possible inclusion of an internal spiral stair
(rear of the north tower) linking the upper
storeys.29 Code: HAV»HV (where » is the gap
between forward and rear components).
Finally, the magnificent Pembroke Outer
Gate. The dating of this gatehouse remains uncertain. It is described in detail (King, 1978, pp.
88-92, 118). Basically it is a rectangular block
with one D-shaped or round-fronted tower
(Bygate) plus a flanking ‘Barbican’ drum tower
close by to the east, behind a later half-moon
barbican. It has a basement (in the west Bygate
Tower) with sloping air-shafts (as per Chepstow’s outer gate, North Tower), opposed or
mirrored spiral stairs to the rear (analogous with
Tonbridge), crooked wall passages or galleries,
generous residential accommodation, a latrine
block and flights of stairs rising from the wall
head. The detail and configuration might suggest an earlier date than Tonbridge, and King
even attributes it to William Marshal I (11891219), but noted that it could be by one of his
sons up to 1245. John Wiles (CSGJ 27) also
argued for Marshal work of a date by the mid
1240s. In 1991 Neil Ludlow had suggested a

post-Marshal campaign by the new owners, the
de Valances (Ludlow, 1991, 25-30), in the mid1250s, a view shared by John Goodall (2011,
208). The gatehouse will be subject to further
scrutiny by Neil Ludlow in a future Pembroke
monograph. The entrance passage had an formidable array of defensive obstacles. First, a portcullis (square grooves, 6½w x 6½d) followed by
a ‘murder slot’, two-leaved doors, murder slot,
portcullis (square grooves) another rebated twoleaved door and murder slot. Mirrored guardroom doors beyond, followed by mirrored spiral
stairs, accessible from the inner end of the
passage. Within each guardroom there are flanking arrow loops that could fire into the passage
between the ‘airlock’ section created by the two
portcullises (fig. 106). Whilst this configuration
may be advanced in military ‘scientific’ terms,
there are a number of constructional features
that seem somewhat old fashioned for this period. First, the stairs are vaulted, a method of
building that was generally superceded by ‘cut
slab’ stairs by 1220 at the latest.30 Second, the
portcullis grooves are square, a feature overtaken by half round profiles by the 1240s, especially in the larger, more prestigious castles being
built, adapted or extended by those close to the
Crown, in the circle of Henry III. That is not to
say that square grooves were phased out completely. They were not. Its is also worth noting
that the Marshal castle at Cilgerran has a rectangular gatehouse c. 1230-45 with two portcullises
with square portcullis grooves.31 Pembroke’s
code is: HA.VA.HVA (where the dot indicates
arrow loop positions along the passage).
Chepstow’s Outer Gate, Dover’s Constable’s
Gate, Newcastle’s Blackgate, Corfe’s Middle
Gate and Pembroke’s Great Gate demonstrate
progressive developments in the actual or perceived effectiveness of gatehouse defence and in
the complexity and concentration of the battery
of obstacles in advance of and within the gatepassage. Chepstow, in its final form, (say, by
1285, but see Appendix 2) has its gate sandwiched between two portcullises and is fronted
by an unusual (for the time) corbelled out, oversailing, arched machicolation (.MHVH). The
asymmetry of the flanking towers can be paralleled in the towers at Cilgerran and by Corfe’s
internal form. Yet further developments will be
seen at Tonbridge and the castles of Edward I.
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13th century ( 1200-1260) - Summary & key developments
● The form of the castle gatehouse is architecturally diverse, but nonetheless the direction is
clear. A few square gate-towers continue (e.g.
Helmsley, Cilgerran) and a few single bow or
D/U-shaped towers have entrances through their
nose or flank (Grosmont, Caldicot, Aberystwyth
and Mortimer’s Tower, Ludlow); but the overwhelming majority (40+) are of the two or threestoreyed twin-tower type with curving fronts extending forward to offer flanking fire. Within this
genre the towers are invariably D-shaped or Ushaped, but they also include polygonal-fronted
U-shaped towers (Warkworth), angled (Dyserth),
cylindrical drum towers (Chepstow), solid
round-turreted (Conisborough, Castle Acre),
stretched back-to-back half-moons (Newcastle);
asymmetric pairs (Chepstow, Pembroke), and
solid lower storeys (Montgomery, Corfe outer).
● Notwithstanding the appearance of a gatehouse complex with two sets of portcullises at
Kenilworth, possibly by 1212, portcullises only
begin to appear as pairs as part of a planned,
sequence of defences by the middle of the 13th
century (Cilgerran by 1245, Corfe (M) by 1250).
● The lines of gate-passage defence become
more regularised, concentrated and complex.
From the straightforward HV or HAV, they develop to HA.VA.HVA (Pembroke) or
AHA.VAA.AVHA (Tonbridge) and become
more complex in the later Edwardian examples.
● Led by the ‘king’s works’, in about 1235-40
portcullis grooves make a transition from square
to half-round, with other variations on the halfrounded style. From 1200 they grow in diameter or width from 4" to either 6" or 8" or greater
as they changed from iron grilles to an oak
frame. The side-bars (stiles) of the portcullis
were formed to a ‘D’ shape to fit the groove.
(Early examples of rounded grooves include
Caldicot, Corfe, Newcastle Blackgate, White).
● The standard position for the outer portcullis
was contrived to fit into the soffit or architrave of
the arch forward of the two-leaved doors. Its
obvious very public appearance by allowing part
of the portcullis - the iron-shod spikes - to be
permanently displayed below the arch served as
a deterrent or disincentive for forced entry. A
psychological barrier as much as a physical one.

● The sequence of gatehouse chambers above
and across the passageway became interlinked,
accommodation more commodious and often
with winding gear for portcullises and drawbridges located on the second floor rather than
the first (e.g. Warkworth by c. 1210). Eventually
some of these floors opened up to create complete hall-like spaces, moving toward the gatehouse-keep concept (Tonbridge, c. 1260s).
● Other aspects of gatehouse construction undergo change from about 1225-30. For example, substantial transverse rib vaulting starts to
appear replacing barrel vaulting or the groin
vaulting common in the castles of John’s era.
(e.g. Dover, Constable’s Gate by 1227).
● What were always considered to be ‘murder
holes’ or ‘slots’ need to be re-assessed, as
some may have been portcullis counterweight
slots. Wide, straight, wall to wall chases are
likely to be ‘murder slots’ but circular or boxed
partitioned ashlar channels running up through
wall arches especially up to the third storey
might have been counterweight slots.
● Whether a gate-passage was vaulted or was
timber-ceiled was not necessarily an indication
of its physical strength or weakness or of financial means. Both the Middle and Byward Tower
gates at the Tower of London, and Chepstow
Outer Gate have timbered roofs apart from the
forward and rear arches. (Appendix 2). Table
4 records, as far as possible, which gatehouses
did and did not have gate-passage vaults.
● Spiral or newel stairs begin to be integrally
included within the gatehouse guardrooms giving direct access to upper storeys and battlements (e.g. Corfe, Middle Gate, possibly;
Pembroke Outer Gate, c. 1255?). Previously
they had been straight external stairs from the
bailey or accessed via the bailey walls.
● Montgomery, c. 1225 (followed by the
White Castle, Outer Gate c. 1255-60) are early
examples of the clear early appearance of a
gatehouse that had residential accommodation
on the first floor, and, in theory, with their rear
interior barred inward-closing doors, a means
to isolate themselves from the rest of the castle,
a feature that would be further developed from
the 1260s, discussed in Part III.
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ABOVE: Fig. 89. Caldicot. The de Bohun Gate (probably c. 1235-1240s). The gate has some

similarities to the ‘Horseshoe Gate’ at Pembroke. Code: HAV (herse + assommoir + vantaux)
BELOW: Left: Fig. 90. Entrance arch, from the south showing position of the portcullis groove.

Right: Figs. 91, 92. Detail of the two ‘murder holes (assommoir)’ in the soffit of the arch and of
the profile of the rounded groove.
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LEFT: Fig. 93. Peven-

sey gatehouse. Possibly
first built c. 1190 -1200
but subjected to a
number of subsequent
rebuilds and interventions. The portcullis in
its present form probably dates, in the writer’s
opinion, to c. 1240 or
later.
BELOW: Figs 94, 95:

left & right: half-round
groove in the side of
the right (west) flanking tower. Right: ditto
left (east) tower. (But
also see fig. 1).
The portcullis may
have been inserted or
remodelled by Gilbert
Marshal. (Henry III
granted the barony of
l’Aigle (Pevensey) to
Gilbert, earl Marshal in
c. 1234.
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ABOVE: Fig. 96. Blackgate, Newcastle, from the south. Blackgate is really a barbican gate that
leads along a high-walled, galleried open-to-the-sky angled passage to the original (Norman)
North Gate, of which only fragments remain.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 97. Entrance through the barbican gatehouse, c. 1250 Right: Fig. 98. The

gate-passage as it appeared in the 1890s, leading in towards the Norman North gate.
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Code: HV (Herse + Vantaux)
[A- Assommoirs - unknown)]

ABOVE: Fig. 99. Sidney Toy’s 1938 plan of the Blackgate barbican gatehouse and second
gatehouse. The portcullis slot is rounded (although it was considerably rebuilt in the 1880s and
the grooves now stop about 6 ft short of ground level).© &reproduced courtesy of the Toy Estate.
BELOW: Left. Fig. 100. Looking back at the barbican gatehouse showing the two wall niches and the

entrance to the north guardroom. Right: Fig. 101. Speculative reconstruction (detail) of the 1250s
barbican gate, particularly the forward extension - as it my have been in 1350. (Frank Graham,
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ABOVE: Fig. 102. Corfe Castle. The SW (Middle) Gate. From the north-east. c. 1250. The tops of the

towers show the remains of slots for timbers to support hoardings that ran right across the face along
with corbels below to support the bracing.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 103. Middle Gate. The rounded rear portcullis groove on the north tower.

Right: Fig. 104. The rounded groove to the front (south).
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East Tower

ABOVE: Fig. 105. Pembroke. The innocuous
looking (mainly re-built) main entrance from
the exterior (barbican). Right: Fig. 106. Plan
& section by Toy. © Sidney Toy Estate.
BELOW: Right: Fig. 107. Portcullis groove and
arrow slit on the east tower. BELOW: Left: Fig.
108. Gate-passage interior looking south (out
to the street). The second pair of gates are
missing.

Bygate Tower
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Notes
1

See Appendix 1
2 Renn also mentions three 13th century round keeptowers with portcullises. First that of Dolbadarn
(Gwynedd) built by Llywelyn, prince of Wales,
between 1230-40 on the entrance floor over the
basement; The portcullis preceded the doors and is
integral within the architrave. Then followed Clifford’s Tower, York, c. 1240s (square grooves),
and Hawarden, Flintshire, c. 1280-3 (square
grooves, 4 x 4 inches square) built by Roger de
Clifford. See this Journal pp. 20-21.
3 For the purpose of this paper, ‘gate-towers’ are
deemed to apply to single square or rectangular
towers of two storeys, with no forward flanking
elements; attached to the curtain wall and pierced
by a central passage. ‘Gatehouses’ infer a building
of two or three storeys, having a central passage
flanked by towers that also, together, form a compact unified whole with inter-communicating
chambers beside and above the passage, usually
accessible from within, forming accommodation.
4 The dating of the Norman Tickhill gate-tower cannot be proven but there are documentary references
soon after Tickhill was taken into royal hands by
Henry I for the spending of £30 on the gatehouse,
the shell-keep and curtain walls at the castle in
1129-30. However on stylistic grounds and in particular by comparison with identical masons’
marks at the documented stonework at nearby
Blyth Priory (founded 1086-1087), also within de
Busli’s honour of Tickhill, the building of Tickhill
gate-tower can reasonably be ascribed to the late
11th century. See P A Burton, CSG Bulletin 13,
2011, pp 10-11. The exterior portcullis arrangement appears to date from the early 13th century.
5 The ‘murder hole’ is equally likely to be a chute
that allowed for the dousing of fires or possibly
for a counterweight for the portcullis when being
raised. The example at Farnham is one of the
earliest circular ‘murder holes’ (assommoir)
known to remain in situ. Similar examples occur
frequently but only generally from c. 1240s onwards. At Farnham it is made of two equal ashlar
sections. There is one example at Chepstow outer
gate. (Actually two/three circular shafts, side by
side in the archivolt or soffit of the outer entrancearch), two shafts at nearby Caldicot in the de
Bohun Gate and another at Neath. (See later discussion on Chepstow - Appendix 2). The 127581 Byward and Middle Towers at the Tower of
London also both have three circular holes equally spaced along the inner archivolt of the outer
gate-arch. Tonbridge and later Edwardian castles
tended to include sequential square ‘murder
holes’ all the way along the passage. The Farnham example could, of course, have been retrofitted, but unlikely.

6

There were a few portcullised stand-alone curtain
wall gates into castles. Richmond is notable, repositioned adjacent to the keep after that had been
built in the first half of the 12th century. There is
another at Appleby (c. 1180). (See Mesqui, Renn
& Smals, Château Gaillard, Vol. 23, pp. 289-95).
In these cases the wall had to have a platform
wide enough to handle access and install/use the
mechanism to lift the portcullis.
7 Toy, 1966, pp. 143-152; D. J. Cathcart King, 1988,
pp. 117-121, R. Allen Brown, 1976, passim; 1984,
pp. 59-65; John Goodall, 2011, pp. 143-4, 148-50,
59, 165, 167, 177,179,183, 192-3, 206; McNeill, T,
1998, pp. 88-91; Renn, D. F., 1981, pp. 101-103.
8 There is a similar gate at Gisors (Porte des Champs)
to the Dover gates of 1170-80. See Mesqui, 1991,
Vol. 1, pp. 318-320, fig. 393. Mesqui attributes this
to the second half of the 12th century and it may
arguably predate Dover. Like the Palace Gate at
Dover the towers are asymmetrical. The machicolation arch, and the portcullis are both later additions. See Mesqui, 1991. p. 289, fig. 350.
9 The writer closely examined the two Dover inner
gateways in question in 2015 and could find no
trace of any physical vestige or any architectural
clues that might suggest that portcullises were
once in place. However, the Farnham example
illustrates the fact that square twin-towered type
gateways similar to Dover were being built c.
1170-80s that included integral portcullises.
10 This is all well documented; see Goodall, 2011,
pp. 158-170; Richard Avent, ‘William Marshal’s
castle at Chepstow and its place in military architecture’, in Turner & Johnson, 2006; Jeremy
Knight, ‘The road to Harlech: aspects of some
early thirteenth century Welsh castles’ in John R
Kenyon & Richard Avent (eds.), 1987, Castles in
Wales and the Marches. Essays in honour of D J
Cathcart King. University of Wales Press; Cardiff; Richard Hulme, ‘The Impact of Château
Gaillard and Crusading on English Castle Architecture’, in CSG Journal 27, pp. 203-231. Richard Nevell, ‘Castle Gatehouses in North-West
England,’ in, Castle Studies Group Journal, 26.
11 This is true of a number of pre-Edwardian higharched machicolation slots corbelled out over the
entrance, including Carrickfergus, Chepstow and
Limerick. See further discussions under each entry.
12 The Dover North Gate is attributed to John; whilst no
precise date can be assigned, it was obviously operational prior to 1216. It may be similar to the date given
for Kenilworth’s Mortimer Tower. The remaining
west tower is virtually inaccessible but a brief survey
is described by Goodall (2000). It appears to have
been of the short ‘D-shaped’ type, with long narrow
arrow slits of the type favoured by William Marshal I,
and if a full drum type it could be as early as the 1190s.
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13

Some words about drum (fully cylindrical) and ‘D’shaped towers. In the period 1190-1230 there must
have been a debate in royal and baronial circles
about the efficacy of these forms for straight in-line
circuit or curtain towers, angle-towers and gate-towers. Both fully circular drum towers (with circular
internal rooms) and D or U-shaped towers are used
in different specific circumstances. However, certain barons seemed to have preferences. King John,
William Marshal I, Marshal II, and Hubert de Burgh
c. 1190-1215 initially seemed to prefer pairs of
‘drum’ towers for twinning gate-towers. Thus the
Chepstow Outer Gate; Kilkenny; Limerick; Dublin;
Carrickfergus, perhaps White Castle, were full
drum-towered gatehouses with hardly any gate-passage to speak of. Drum curtain towers included
Skenfrith, Limerick, Dublin. Others followed, like
Fitz-Warin at Whittington’s Inner Gate and curtain,
and they continued. Hubert de Burgh later migrated
to ‘D’-shaped towers (and other types) for gatehouses, like Ranulf de Blundeville, c. 1220s. ‘D’-shaped
gatehouses offered greater utility, superior defensive
flexibility - the gate-passage could be deeper offering scope for additional arrays of obstacles - and
both the flanking rooms and those over the gatepassage offered more scope for accommodation and
the partitioning of rooms - segregating residential
and service rooms. Thus, by the 1220s D/U-shaped
gatehouses became the norm for 100 years. Drum
angle-towers continued - many of the Edwardian
castles include them - until square towers returned,
in general, at the end of the fourteenth century.
14 Cadwallader Bates, Border Holds of Northumberland, 1891, notes that this was the old Roman
fashion of opening the outer door of their houses.
The seal of William Moraunt a Kentish landowner in 1272 represents his manor-house with the
door opening outwards, and the same way may
be observed in the early 14th century illuminations of the romances of the San Graal and the
Round Table (B. M. Additions MSS 10292,
10294), - Thomas Wright, Homes of Other Days,
pp. 143-6. The outer door of the old manor-house
of Hollinside on the Derwent is another example
of the practice in the north.
15 At Limerick Daniel Tietzsch-Tyler, 2013, pp.
152-3 argues for an unusual integral ‘T’ shaped
gatehouse and that the rear passage was twostorey initially (later heightened), but its width
was confined to walling the passage width only.
A suggested reconstruction is illustrated on pp.
146, 149, figs, 8, 10. Dan also speculates whether
John’s early twin-towered gatehouse at Dover
was of a similar design. (See note 12).
16 See Daniel Tietzsch-Tyler, 2013, pp. 147-156.
The addition of the machicolation arch probably
took place when the gatehouse was heightened.

17 Recent re-examination by Tom McNeill and Pame-

la Marshall suggest the period 1200-1210. Whatever the date of the Carrickfergus gatehouse, the
outer, high, slot machicolation arch appears to be,
to the writer, like Limerick, an insertion, probably
in the later C13. The Carrickfergus gatehouse has
been subject to numerous interventions, and whilst
it has two sets of square portcullis grooves (front
and rear) the rear seems to have been added at a
later period along with its closing rear-arch. The
front set are inside the entrance gate-arch (and,
unusually for this date, behind the [present] doors).
18 Continuous corbelled-out masonry slot machicolation over the entrance and extending across to
the flanking towers became very popular in the
later castle period (later C13, C14-15), not so
much in the early C13. It was the expression in
stone of the timber hourd (hoarding). They
would normally be represented by a long continuous sequence of slots between corbels in an
array supported by a decorative, straight, corbel
table. Early occurrences are at Edward I castles
at Conwy etc. In connection with the use of the
word ‘machicolation’ and its difference to ‘murder holes’, this paper discriminates between the
two. Machicolation is held to be a slot or series of
slots corbelled out so that they are on the outside
of the tower or curtain’s wall-face and forward of
the entrance arch to a gate-passage. ‘Murder
holes’ (or Assommoir) are defined here as internal
slots or square/circular holes seen as a one-off or
repeated along the vaulted gate-passage and not
seen from the exterior.
19 Whittington is difficult to resolve. The Outer Gatehouse is something of a confection, part original,
with substantial 1809 and later Victorian alterations and additions. The pointed-arch entrance is a
flimsy affair, no more than a hole in the wall. The
outer side has an arch of two orders, (single chamfered below and roll-moulding above) the mouldings of which look later than the 1220s and look
re-used or reset. The arch is no more than two
blocks in thickness. There is no rear arch. Behind
it is a narrow flat-ceiled timbered-floored upper
room that spans the passage (9 ft wide), which is
no more than 5 ft in depth, and joins the north
tower. It looks modern, i.e. 19th century. The section of wall above the gate has insufficient height
to house an uplift of a portcullis, for which there
are no signs nor any grooves. The upper section of
the towers with the corbels and crenellations is
Victorian. The passage beyond the doors is really an
alleyway, open to the sky and probably always was.
There are some vague signs at the base on the outer
side for possible drawbridge sockets or missing
blocks that secured the lower gate pintles. Comparing this gatehouse to Beeston is extremely problematic. (See J M W Turner’s 1794 sketches in Tate
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Britain for an idea of the gate’s exterior prior to the
1809 antiquarian changes). These changes were
stimulated when the medieval church was demolished and some of the mouldings were recycled.
The Inner Gateway, of which only one tower
remains of any substance seems far more substantial and was certainly comparable to Limerick,
Dublin, White, Chepstow and is more likely to
have housed the Constable.
20 Richard Nevell is essentially correct (CSGJ 26,
p. 263) when he states that (and quoting Allen
Brown) ‘the castles of Beeston and Bolingbroke represent the first true twin-towered
gatehouses…’ in the sense that there was,
apparently, one accessible cross-axis open
space that ran right across the upper floor of
the gatehouse, giving access to both towers,
although the section directly above the short
gate-passage is too shallow for any practical
domestic use, but simply to handle the drawbridge or portcullis mechanisms and act as a
corridor to link the two towers. This open
cross-tower access arrangement is not necessarily true of the earlier king John gatehouses
or of White Castle (in its original 1200 /1220s
format) or Whittington.
21 Other similar 13th century twin-towered gatetowers (1200-1260) or gatehouses not included
in Table 4 might include (with some lost):
Lancaster, (c. 1210-15?) (now embedded in an
early C15 gatehouse, Longtown, (c. 1220-30),
the small inner gate with solid round turrets and
square 4" portcullis grooves; Bedford, (c. 1220
(see James Petre (ed.), The Castles of Bedfordshire, 2012, pp 11, 37-51); Whittington (c.
1220?), Swallow, 2014; Castell Bryn Amlwg
(see Kenyon, 1990, p. 69); Clifford (c. 1230),
Goodall, 2011 pp. 63, 181; Liverpool, (destroyed, but known from excavation); Dyserth,
(by Henry III c. 1241-50, with use of multiangular towers to the field, including the gatehouse) see Paul Davis, 2011, pp. 50-52; Deganwy, (c. 1247-50), Alcock, L., 1968,
‘Excavations at Deganwy Castle, Caernarvonshire, 1961-67’ The Archaeological Journal,
Vol. 124 pp. 190-201. Davis, 2011, pp. 40-49;
Pencelli, near Brecon, (Paul Davis, 2011, pp.
97-100). Chester (Inner Gate, c. 1250s); Penrice (c. 1250), Paul Davis, 130-140;
22 White Castle. The lower sections of the portcullis grooves to the Inner Gatehouse (probably
retrofitted c. 1260s) have been robbed. The
upper ‘box’ sections that remain have square
profiles. There are other examples where the
grooves broach from round to square in the
hidden sections beyond the arch spandrels (e.g.
Caerphilly), so the form lower down is uncer-

23

24

25

26
27

28
29

30

31

tain, but probably the grooves were round as
were those in the Outer Gate. However, the
White castle portcullis is unusual in that it was
added as an afterthought and is fully exposed to
view outside the gate-arch (like Castle Bolton).
That and other features in the gatehouse indicate
to the writer that the Inner twin-towered gatehouse could be earlier than previously considered, perhaps as early as 1205 and started its life
as a simple gate between two drum towers.
See Arnold Taylor, 1985, pp. 179-80. ‘An Incident
at Montgomery Castle on New Year’s Day, 1288’.
There is no knowledge of this half-round form in
France. It appears to be uniquely an English innovation. Jean Mesqui has searched his archive and
image/drawings database and can find no records
of this type. The leading expert in France on
Philippe Auguste’s castle architecture, Denis Hayot, has ‘never seen any round grooves in any
‘philippian’ gates’. Denis’s PhD thesis is entitled
‘La fortification capétienne au XIII siècle’
See John Newman, 2000, ‘Caldicot Castle’ in The
Buildings of Wales - Gwent / Monmouthshire, Yale
University. Press., pp. 154-160.
See Anthony Chapman, 2007.
The Pevensey gatehouse may have been partly
rebuilt by Gilbert Marshal 1235-41 so linking the
possibility of the Chepstow outer gate with the
similar portcullis groove type at Pevensey. (See
Renn, 1981, p. 103).
See HKW, Vol 2, pp. 746-8
See National Trust Guidebook, for Corfe, 2003,
p. 15. This is not marked on the Toy plan, but is
at the point where the straight stair turns right.
See CSGJ 25, 2010-11, ‘The Rise of the Anticlockwise Staircase’. pp. 130, 133-4, 170.
At Cilgerran, the square inner gate is contemporary
with the West round tower - they are physically
linked and appear jointly planned - so it is probably dated to 1230-45. There are two square portcullis slots, a vaulted roof (the only one in the
castle) over the first floor only. It aligns with the
excavated outer gate also with two portcullis slots.
There is a smaller inner gate adjacent to the East
tower with single, outer, square slots that is part of
the 1223 tower building. The Inner Gate slots are
also square. Due to the immediate local lack of
anything other than slate for building stone, rounded slots, requiring freestone may not have been
possible. This might also have been true of Pembroke. No freestone is used at all in Pembroke’s
outer ward and gatehouse, unlike the Marshal
phase inner-ward work. So stone availability may
have been a factor behind the square groove-shape
here, and also that Pembroke was not really in the
mainstream of the King's Works.
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Appendix 1: The portcullis - design and development - Some Roman examples

Roman examples
The Roman Cataracta (waterfall): a portcullis
(or herse), so called because it fell with great
force and a loud noise. According to Vegetius
(De Re Mil. IV. 4), it was an additional defence,
suspended by iron rings and ropes, before the
gates of a city, in such a manner that, when the
enemy had come up to the gates, the portcullis
might be let down so as to shut them in, and to
enable the besieged to assail them from above.

Fig. 2. Porta dell’Arce, Spello, Umbria, with
square grooves and overhead chase.
Fig. 1. Pompeii - Herculaneum Gate
In the plan of the principal entrance of Pompeii
(fig. 1), there are two pedestrian walkways and
a roadway between them, 14ft wide, for carriages. The gates were placed at A, A, turning
on pivots [Cardo], as is proved by the holes in
the pavement, which still remain. This end of
the road was nearest to the town; in the opposite direction, the road led into the country.
The portcullis was at B, B, and was made to
slide in grooves cut in the walls. The walkways, secured with smaller gates, were roofed
in, whereas the portion of the main road between the gates (A, A) and the portcullis (B, B)
was open to the sky. When, therefore, an attack
was made, the assailants were either excluded
by the portcullis; or, if they forced their way
into the barbican and attempted to break down
the gates, the citizens, surrounding and attacking them from above, had the greatest possible
facilities for impeding and destroying them.
Vegetius speaks of the "cataracta" as an ancient contrivance predating Roman use. [From
an article by James Yates, M.A., F.R.S., pp. 256-7 of
William Smith, LL.D, A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, John Murray, London, 1875].

Fig. 3. Porta Appia, Rome, as redeveloped by
Honorius in the early 5th century C E. From
Todd p. 51, fig. 24 (detail).
Other Roman examples in Rome include Porta
Latina and Porta Asinaria. The earliest portcullis reference relates to about 208 BC - Appian’s
History of Rome: The Hannibalic War, pp. 5155.
For further references on Rome see:
Fields, Nic, 2008, The Walls of Rome, (Fortress 71),
Osprey Publishing, London.
Cozza, Lucos, 1998, Mura di Rome Dalla Porta
Nomentana alla Tiburtina, L'erma di Bretschneider. Rome.
Todd, Malcolm, 1978, The Walls of Rome, P. Elek.
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Fig. 1. Chepstow Castle. Outer gatehouse from the east. The two towers appear to have been
heightened from above the line of the square holes that carried the beams to support the timber
hourd. The face of the gatehouse above the outer, upper segmental machicolation arch shows no
break, and it is suggested that the machicolation arch and walling above was added at the same
time in one campaign. There is a line of cruciform arrow loops with lower basal oillets suggesting
mid-C13 work. One arrow loop on the North Tower with a larger central oillet is perhaps initially
mid C13 but the central oillet was probably added or enlarged as a Civil War feature for muskets.
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The Chepstow Outer Gatehouse is a magnificent example of late 12th- and 13th-century
military architecture, altered and refurbished in
its later life to create handsome Tudor residential apartments (fig. 1). A succession of guidebooks and commentaries, stretching back over
60 years, including Clifford Perks, 1955, describe the history of the castle’s owners and the
structural history of individual buildings within
it. In so doing they are fairly consistent in assigning the Lower Bailey - the twin drum-towered gatehouse, Marten’s Tower, the round or
‘D’ curtain towers that divide the Middle from
the Lower Bailey and the north Hall block of
Roger Bigod III - to a period between 1200 and
1300. (See Jeremy Knight 1987, 1991). That is,
all are in agreement that work done in the lower
bailey following the death of William Marshal I
(1219) should generally be assigned to his sons
William the Younger and Gilbert who died in
1231 and 1241 respectively; then eventually to
Roger Bigod III who inherited in 1270.
The Chepstow Castle monograph (Richard
Avent and Dan Miles, 2006) presented new
information and a revised case for bringing the
date of the outer gate back to c. 1189 (pp. 51-62
and 81-90). Richard Avent’s case is well argued, and much of the rationale depends upon
the significance of the dendrochronology of the
two-leaved wooden doors, which have a felling
date range of 1159-1189.1 This understanding
caused a major revision to the previously held
view that the gatehouse was erected in the 123040 period, perhaps by Gilbert Marshal. This
previous view, developed without the benefit of
the wooden gate’s dating had been articulated
and convincingly argued by Jeremy Knight and
presented in the Cadw Chepstow guidebook
(1991) pp. 8-11, 19-20, and in Knight, 1987.
The point was well made by Avent et al in the
2006 monograph that round (keep and curtain)
towers were well established in France in the
late twelfth century and had been built by Angevin kings Henry II and Richard I (e.g. Gisors,
Eure; Tour du Moulin, Chinon, Indre-et-Loire;
Château Gaillard (1196-98) etc. In addition,
King John was establishing both round curtain
towers, drum and D-shaped twin-towered gatehouses in England and Ireland in the first decade
of the thirteenth century (Dover, Kenilworth,
Limerick, Scarborough, Corfe etc), which were

emulated by other powerful English barons; and
Philip Augustus was developing his similar tours
philippiens from the 1190s. So round-fronted
twin-towered gateways were not unknown, and it
is thought that Pevensey’s inner gate may have
taken this form in about 1190.2 The Marshal
towers are unusual in England and Wales because they are characterised by being drum, or
fully circular, and the arrow loops are narrow
wedge-shaped slits, not the usual Angevin loops
which usually included wide niche embrasures.
A fully detailed technical description of the
Chepstow outer gatehouse is made in the monograph (pp. 55-62), with important storey by storey plans (figs. 43-5). It makes the point that in
addition to the William Marshal I work, much
was altered and added in the time of Roger Bigod
(1245-1306), from after c. 1270, making interpretation a little problematic.3 Previously Knight
(1991, pp. 6-7, 35-6) had set out what he felt to be
the extent of the castle’s development by 1219, at
the death of William Marshal I. This (Phase 2)
period included what is now the Middle Gate
along its eastern curtain wall (figs. 3-5), which
also includes the two round towers projecting out
from the wall-face, (one drum, one ‘D’-shaped);
the most northerly flanking the simple arched
gateway (fig. 3). The twin-towered gatehouse in
the lower bailey (fig. 1), the subject of this discussion, was felt by Knight to be by William II and
Gilbert Marshal (from 1220-1245), as Phase 3.4
All the gates at Chepstow are simple affairs (figs.
4-6). The Middle Gate has an outer pointed arch
of two orders, unchamfered, closed by a pair of
doors. There is no portcullis or upper storey.5 The
rear-arch (fig. 4) is segmental, higher than the
forward arch to take account of the necessary
clearance required for the folded back gates, and
the vault is about 5ft (1.52m) in length, constituting only the wall thickness. It really is a hole in
the wall. The wall towers, like the Pembroke
keep, have chamfered offsets of dressed stone.6
Richard Avent’s revision argued for the lower
bailey gatehouse and the lower eastern bailey
wall with its corner tower (replaced by Marten’s
Tower, c. 1290) to be of an earlier date than that
suggested by Knight, all completed by 1219,
with the two outer gate-towers of c. 1190,
matching the date of the wooden gates that
joined them. The lower parts of these round
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towers, including the gate-arch between them are,
stylistically compatible with the Middle Gate and
the two round towers, (one drum and one Dshaped), that divide the Middle bailey from the
Lower bailey. Whilst the outer gate is wider (9 ft,
2.7m), the rear of the gate-arch is constructed in a
similar style to the Middle Gate (fig. 6). The
pointed outer arch has two orders and the vaulted
section and rear arch is segmental (fig. 11).
The machicolation arch
In regard to the front of the outer gate, seen from
the exterior, the first thing to notice is a high-level
corbelled-out machicolation arch, chamfered and
segmental. It has quarter-round bull-nosed stops
at the springing of the arch. Such oversailing
machicolation arches are hitherto unknown in the
1190s, in France or England, and are not seen
until the second quarter of the 13th century at the
earliest. (Goodall noted, 2011b, p. 13, ‘Soon afterwards [in the Henry III era] so-called ‘murder
holes’ - openings or chutes over the entrance arch
or vault for dropping missiles - likewise become
increasingly commonplace’. Having said that, he
does qualify this by noting that ‘one early revival
of the form appears at Chepstow (of about
1189)’. The outer machicolation arch here, appears, to the writer, to be a later addition, added
when the wall-head was raised, battlements
reconfigured, which included the square beam
slots for the hourd, all probably in the 1280-90s,
by Roger Bigod.7 (Whilst there is a break in the
masonry around the towers at the level of the
hourd beam slots, there is no break in the section
that rises from the machicolation arch, fig. 1).
The high machicolation arch seen at the c. 1210
Limerick gatehouse also appears to be a later
insertion,8 and the one at Carrickfergus may be
original on the basis that the gatehouse was built
c. 1230s, but again, it appears to be a much later
insertion.9 The feature does not really appear until
the Edwardian period (e.g. Tonbridge 1260s,
Caerphilly). Next in sequence is the lower chamfered segmental arch for the portcullis. Like the
machicolation arch, it is distinguished by its wellexecuted dressed stone arch chamfered on both
edges. In the centre of its underside (soffit), are
two symmetrical round holes that extend as neat
shafts right up to the wall-walk above third storey
level. There were probably three circular holes
originally - the central aperture appears to have

been patched over (fig. 11). As Richard Avent
noted: ‘they may have been for counterweights
for the outer portcullis’, in view of the fact that
they were preceded by a more than adequate slot
machicolation.10 These two close-coupled arches
appear contemporary - part of the same build. The
two/three round shafts for the counterweights are
almost exactly the same as those in the Byward
and Middle towers, London, (fig. 11 Inset).11
The outer portcullis grooves
The outer portcullis location is noted by the
grooves on both sides that ascend to the third storey. They are rebated behind the lower segmental
arch (figs. 9, 10). The grooves are half-round, an
exclusive Henry III era feature, appearing in the
mid 1230-40s at the earliest, and it would be inconceivable for this feature to have been in the gatearch’s original 1190 design.12 As the coursed
dressed stones of the grooves also work forward
into the outer machicolation arch and back into the
inner gate-arch as a totally integrated build, it is
unlikely that the grooves alone could have been
retro-fitted into an earlier gate-arch. The half-round
freestone profiles continue up, sandwiched between the two arches, to the third storey. It would
have been impossible to insert these without constructing the two arches together. The chamfered
pointed gate-arch behind the portcullis grooves is
similar to that of the gateway through the east
curtain of the Middle Bailey (fig. 11).
Inner portcullis grooves
Beyond the rebated portcullis grooves the great
oak doors (used to) sit within the inner squared
rebate of the main round-headed archway with
its quarter-round outer profile. The doors were
secured by two (left and right) drawbars located
one above the other. The passage continues for
a further 3 ft (0.92m) inwards beneath the arch’s
rubble soffit to its segmental rear-arch and inner
portcullis. The inner portcullis grooves, worked
in freestone mirror exactly those of the outer
grooves (5”wide x 4”deep). But, again, these
appear as insertions, keyed into the existing
jambs of the rear-arch, and continuing up to the
first floor, where the worked blocks that contained the half-round profiles are now lost (figs.
12, 13). As noted earlier, the inner portcullis,
when down, would have prevented the two
leaved doors from fully opening. Again this
copies the design very precisely of the Byward
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and Middle towers at the Tower of London
(figs. 15-17).13 The second inner portcullis was
also probably completed by Roger Bigod III
when the gate-arches were being remodelled.
Originally the gate-passage continued for another 15ft (4.5m), with the last 4ft (1.22m) on the
north wall side containing the springing for the
rear-arch. There is no evidence for any closing
two-leaved gate to seal the back of the entrance
to the gate-passage, nor is there any evidence for
a vaulted passage between the forward and rear
arches.14 The passage must have had a wooden
ceiling at first-floor level (and this also copies
the arrangement at both the Middle and Byward
gates). This level of detail is presented because
the final, altered configuration of the Chepstow
gatehouse rear closely resembles the Byward
and Middle Tower (c. 1275-81) configurations
(fig. 15-17). To reiterate, the salient points are:
● Both gatehouses have three carefully crafted
circular shafts centrally or equally positioned in
the underside of the entrance arch rising to the
upper floors/third storey.
● The machicolation arch chamfers are similar.
● Both have half-round portcullis grooves.
● Both have two portcullises closely set and
that the rear portcullis, when down, prevents the
two-leaved gates from fully opening. There are
no other examples of this known to the writer.
● Both have square rear porter’s lodges /guardrooms off the gate-passage abutting and leading
into the towers via small lobbies.
● Both have only one set of two-leaved gates.
● Both have timber ceiled gate-passages.
● Both have gate-passages open to the rear.
● Both have continuous beam slots to support a
timber hourd right across the face of the gate.
This brief analysis lends itself to a number of
possible interpretations. First, that the Outer
Gate drum towers were built by William Marshal I c. 1190; between them there was a simple
single storey gateway similar to the Middle Bailey. This gateway was closed by the wooden
gates of c. 1190. The two drum towers may have
acted as independent units that did not communicate. In about 1280-85, or later, Roger Bigod
made considerable changes to the gate, remodelling it closely on the Middle and Byward gates;
in effect creating an Edwardian gatehouse.15 He

added the 1st- and 2nd-floor residential chambers over the gate-passage that allowed through
communication to each tower and to the north
kitchen block. This included a residential / portcullis chamber on the 1st floor to the rear.16
Other changes were made necessary. An entry
was cut through at ground-floor level directly
into the guardroom in the South Tower, approached through the new porter’s lodge. A remodelled spiral stair was constructed to the south
of the South Tower in association with a high
wall-walk link to Marten’s Tower.17 This is entered by a round-headed door from the bailey in
a specially thickened part of the curtain (fig. 14).
The newel stair starts from the ground floor and
ascends to the top of the tower through four floor
levels, bypassing access to the ground-floor
guardroom. It is a wide clockwise cut-slab stair
very similar to the stairs in Marten’s Tower and
are probably of the same general date, again by
Bigod III. The whole staircase cylinder may be an
insertion, or it may have reused a vaulted stair
shaft included when the South Tower was built c.
1190, extending to the first and second floors
only. (cf. The West tower at Cilgerran, where the
spiral stair does not begin until the first floor).
A second scenario might be that William Marshal
I’s two sons, William II and Gilbert completely
built (or heightened) the two drum towers from c.
1220-1245, (per Knight, Perks, Cathcart King)18
to enhance an already existing simple William
Marshal I curtain gateway, leaving Roger Bigod
to make the final later changes discussed above two outer gate-arches for the portcullis grooves
and machicolation, interior gate-passage, rooms
over, and reworked spiral stair.
A third option might be to see the bulk of the new
work (i.e. added to the existing Marshal I towers)
done after 1306 when the castle returned to
Crown control after Bigod’s death. The castle
was found to be in a bad state of repair and in
1308-9 repairs costing £356 were carried out by
John de Tany on behalf of the Constable, Hugh le
Despenser. (HKW. Vol II, p. 607). Further work
may have been done by Despenser in the 1320s
when the similar Neath gatehouse was under
construction.19 The first or second options might
appear to be the most likely, with the writer
perhaps leaning toward the second option. But
all, and other options are open for discussion and
readers are all invited to take another look.
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ABOVE: Fig. 2. The upper east curtain wall of the Middle Bailey. Large D-shaped tower of c. 1200
adjacent to the simple arched gateway to its right (with no portcullis). All this work is thought to
be by William Marshal I.
BELOW: Left. Fig. 3. The jambs, arch imposts and door of the upper east curtain gateway leading

to the Middle Bailey, detail. Right: Fig. 4. Rear of the Middle Bailey gateway looking east toward
the Lower Bailey, with unchamfered segmental arch - probably William Marshal I work.
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ABOVE: Left. Fig 5. Rear of the chamfered arch gateway leading to the Great Tower gallery. Gateway
probably post-William Marshal I. Fig. 6. Right. Rear of the Outer Gatehouse. The segmental arch
does not have a chamfer, which might suggest a Marshal I gateway (at least the rear lower section).
BELOW: Left. Fig 7. Detail of the Outer Gatehouse. Machicolation arch above. Portcullis arch
below with portcullis groove sandwiched between that and the inner pointed arch (hidden). Right:
Fig. 8. Half-round portcullis groove and chase ascending to the third floor.
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ABOVE: Left. Fig. 9. Right hand (north) portcullis groove rebated in the North Tower. Right. Fig. 10. Groove

in the South Tower adjacent to the arrow loop, which appears to have been reworked in the late C13.
BELOW: Fig 11. Looking up to the machicolation slot and the (?counterweight) holes, originally ?three, of the

lower arch. Behind the portcullis slot is the chamfered two order entrance door arch with pointed arch
half-hidden. Inset: (?Counterweight) holes in the archivolt of the Byward Gate entrance arch. Two of the three
holes in the photograph. They also occur at Neath, Glam. c. 1320.
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ABOVE. Left. Fig. 12.
Outer Gate. Inserted inner portcullis groove
above and behind the left
hand gate. Right. Fig 13.
Right hand gate with inserted grooves.
BELOW: Fig. 14. The

rear face of the gatehouse with various
doors into chambers
now missing. On the
lower right is the inserted door that leads
through a short passage to the stairwell in
the South Tower. Other
doors and fireplaces
have been inserted into
the portcullis chamber
directly above the gate
and the Constable’s
residence above that.
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Inner portcullis
groove, blocked
when the wooden doors are in
the open position
as illustrated.

15

17
16

ABOVE: Figs. 15-17. Plans and sections of the

Middle Tower, Tower of London, before the restorations of 1717-19. Drawn by Clement Lemprière, 1717. Note: Top. Fig. 15 The rear portcullis groove
disappearing behind the opened gate and the short distance between the two portcullises. Fig. 16.
Left. The front (west) façade of the Middle Tower showing original slots for the timber beams to
support the hourd that went right across the gate-passage. (Now hidden under later re-facing). Fig.
17. Right. The location of the winding gear (similar to the Byward Tower, on the first floor (today).
Inset Top: Byward Tower: The inner portcullis groove hidden when the two-leaved doors are opened.
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Appendix 2 - Notes
For details of the tree-ring dating, see: D. H. Miles
and M. J. Worthington, ‘List 94: Welsh dendrochronology - phase 2’. Vernacular Architecture,
29. 1998, pp. 126-9.
2 See Turner & Johnson, 2006, pp. 83-87
3 See Turner & Johnson, 2006, pp. 59-60
4 See Knight, 1991, pp. 19, 31-34.
5 White Castle’s inner twin-towered gate may also
originally have been two independent drum towers
linked by a simple gate c. 1205.
6 See Avent & Turner, in Turner & Johnson, 2006,
Chapter 6, pp. 64-66.
7 A continuous hourd is illustrated in the Cadw Chepstow guidebooks, (Rick Turner, 2006, p. 40, and J. K.
Knight, 1991, p. 24). This is similar to the Middle
Tower at the Tower of London, (fig. 16) where the
slots which may have been for the support beams
remained in situ until the early 18th century. They are
now no longer visible but follow the same line as
Chepstow. Alternatively, they may have been slots
for drawbridge chains - they are quite wide apart At Chepstow there was no drawbridge.
8 See this Journal 29, pp. 168-170 & footnotes.
9 See McNeill, T. E., English Heritage Castles,
p. 100 for a cut-away bird’s eye view of Carrickfergus Castle’s gatehouse, and McNeill, T. E, Carrickfergus Castle, 1981, (Belfast, HMSO), pp. 34-38.
10 There is at least one other example of these circular
shafts in the archivolt or soffit, that at Neath castle
(two holes), an Edwardian gatehouse of the early
14th century, probably added by Hugh le Despenser. It is not totally clear that these were for counterweights. An examination of the examples at the
Byward Tower and Middle Gate (3 evenly spaced
cylindrical openings across the archivolt) indicates
that the outer left and right are angled, pointing at 45
degrees towards the gate centre. This would totally
work against their use as counterweight slots as
there needs to be a vertical free fall to work.
11 For a description of the Byward Tower and Middle
Tower, see: Parnell, Geoffrey, 1993, The Tower of
London, B. T. Batsford, London. His 1995 PhD
thesis (Vol. 2) (see Bibliography) also includes the
Lemprière drawings. Two of which, (figs. 16, 17)
have never, to the writer’s knowledge, been published; also R. Allen Brown, & P. Curnow, 1984,
Tower of London, (London, HMSO).
12 There are also, additionally, half-round portcullis
grooves in Marten’s Tower. A total of three - main
ground-floor entrance, and the two wall-walk entrances. The grooves are similar to the gatehouse,
but scaled down in width.
13 This was probably deliberate, to restrict and control
entry to foot visitors only.
1

14

For those castles that did or did not have gatepassage vaulting see Table 4, first column.
15 Like most other Edwardian gatehouses there was
a large 1st or 2nd floor suite of rooms for the
Constable. The 2nd floor of Chepstow’s gatehouse appears to follow that pattern. There is a
very large monolithic stone fireplace lintel on the
2nd floor embedded into the wall. It is part of the
fireplace which has been supported /filled in by
stonework underneath, which makes it almost
disappear as a feature. It is central above the
gate-passage. It is probably the Constable's hall or
chamber. The monolithic lintel is remarkably
similar to one in Marten’s Tower, possibly of the
same date or same stone type. In addition, there
are some door jamb chamfer stops (pyramidal?)
that are similar to some of those in both Marten’s
Tower and Bigod’s North Hall or Gloriette, although they could be earlier, say c 1240s.
16 This element of the gatehouse’s development is
not new. It is well explained in detail in Turner &
Johnson, 2006, pp. 54, 59-60. The suggestion
made here is that not just parts of the rear buildings of the gatehouse is Bigod work, but much of
the front face of the entrance passage - the machicolation arch, the portcullis arch, both portcullis grooves are also late 13th-century work, and
that the spiral stair was remodelled or added.
17 Vaulted spiral stairs lingered on in South Wales.
They are seen at Marshal’s castle at Pembroke in
the gatehouse c. 1255?, even when this was being
developed under the Valences. One might expect
to see vaulted spirals included in any work by
William Marshal II or Gilbert, up to say 1245 or
later (as there are some at Cilgerran at this date),
but the South Tower of the gatehouse has accomplished cut-slab spiral stairs of the same dimensions as that found in Marten’s Tower and the
Byward Tower and the assumption here is that
they were installed in the 1280-90s.
18 The gatehouse drum-towers have two distinct
levels of cruciform arrow slits. These are not seen
in William Marshal’s c. 1200 work in the two
towers along the east wall of the Middle Bailey.
But they do appear in the SW Tower of the
Barbican, generally agreed to be the work of
‘Phase 3’ - William Marshal II / Gilbert c. 12201245. (Turner, 2006, pp. 34-35). This might indicate that the outer gatehouse towers could be post
Marshal I. But the horizontal cross of the slit can,
of course, be quite easily added to a straight
forward vertical at a later date.
19 Though Jeremy Knight does suggest that the bulk
of this expense may have been to complete the
upper storey and roof of Marten’s Tower. See
Knight, 1991, pp. 34. See also Turner & Johnson,
2006, Chapter 17, by Stephen Priestly, pp. 177-80.
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